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Warm and Fuzzy: Tarantulas Experience Specific Dynamic Action
Jonathan Belanich
Faculty Sponsor: Stephen M. Secor, Ph.D.
Department of Biological Sciences, The University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, AL 35487

Specific dynamic action (SDA) is the cumulative energy expended on meal ingestion, digestion, and assimilation. In this study, we examined the postfeeding metabolic response of the Chilean rose hair tarantula to determine whether they experience an observable SDA due to their largely liquid diet. In response to two meal sizes (1.7% and 6.4% of body mass), tarantulas experienced a very characteristic
rapid increase in gas exchange rates (oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production) that peaked
within six hours after feeding. Following the peak, gas exchange rates decreased at much slower rate
before reaching prefeeding levels at 24-36 hours after feeding. Although expected to exhibit a more
modest SDA response, tarantulas experienced an SDA similar to that of other invertebrates. As predicted, tarantulas that ingested the larger meal (6.4% of body mass) experienced a larger and longer metabolic response which resulted in a significantly greater SDA when compared to those individuals that
ingested the smaller meal (1.7% of body mass).
Introduction
Throughout their lives, animals are constantly expending energy to maintain homeostasis, operate
all organ systems, and fuel the activities of growth,
movement, foraging, defense, and reproduction [6]. A
mandatory expenditure that animals face daily or
weekly is the energy expended on meal digestion,
commonly referred to as specific dynamic action
(SDA). SDA represents the cumulative energy expended on the ingestion, digestion, absorption, and
assimilation of a meal [5, 10]. Contributing to SDA
are the costs of gut peristalsis, gastric acid production,
enzyme formation, nutrient and ion transport, and
protein synthesis [10]. Generally for endotherms
(birds and mammals), feeding and digestion stimulates
very modest increases (25-50%) in metabolic rate and
the overall cost of digestion represents only 5-10% of
the meal’s energy [10]. In contrast, ectotherms
(invertebrates, fishes, amphibians, and reptiles) will
experience much larger increases in postfeeding metabolism (by 2-10 times) and experience a SDA that is
equal to 10-20% of the meal’s energy [10].
Investigations into the SDA of invertebrates
have quantified the postfeeding metabolic response
and SDA of nearly 70 species from the cnidarian
Astrangia danae to the urochordate Ciona intestinalis
[10]. In this coverage of invertebrate SDA, only two
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species of Arachnida (e.g., spider, scorpions, tick,
mites) have been studied: the Alaskan mite Alaskozetes antarcticus and the American dog tick Dermacentor variabilis [4, 18]. This is surprising given that
there are more than 100,000 species of arachnids that
thrive in many terrestrial and some aquatic habitats
throughout the world [2]. Many spiders feed by macerating their prey while ingesting the body fluids and
dissolved tissues that have been acted upon by orallysecreted enzymes [1]. Hence, they largely ingest a
liquid diet with little intake of solids. It has been
demonstrated that the composition of the diet has a
significant impact on SDA [10]. Meals that have
greater structural integrity require more time and effort to digest and absorbed than finely fragmented or
liquid meals, and thus generate a large SDA response
[3, 9, 13]. Therefore, spiders may characteristically
experience a relatively depressed SDA response compared to other invertebrates that ingest larger fragments of their food.
To begin an investigation on the postfeeding
metabolic response of arachnids, a preliminary study
on the SDA responses of the Chilean rose hair tarantula (Grammostola rosea) was undertaken. Our goal
was to identify whether tarantulas experience an observable postfeeding increase in metabolism and if so,
to quantify their SDA. It was hypothesized that they
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would experience an SDA response, but because they
consume a largely liquid diet, the magnitude of their
metabolic response would be less than that predicted
for an invertebrate. In addition it was also predicted
that the magnitude of their postfeeding response
would vary with respect to meal size; tarantulas consuming larger meals would experience larger and
longer metabolic responses than those consuming
smaller meals. In this study, we observed tarantulas to
experience a significant increase in metabolic rate
with feeding and that the magnitude and duration of
their metabolic response did increase with meal size.
Materials and Methods
Chilean rose hair tarantulas (Araneae, Theraphosidae, Grammostola rosea) are medium-sized tarantulas (7-12 cm) that inhabit desert, grassland,
scrubland and forest habits of Bolivia, northern Chile,
and Argentina [18] (Fig. 1A). In the wild, these tarantulas prey on a variety of insects including crickets,
locusts, cockroaches, grasshoppers and moths, as well
as small vertebrates [2]. The six tarantulas used in
this study were purchased commercially (Strictly Reptiles, Hollywood, Florida) and maintained individually
in 5-L plastic containers with a mulch substrate at 2326°C under a 14L:10D photoperiod. Twice a week
the tarantulas were fed several adult crickets (Acheta
domesticus) and water was provided ad libitum in a
small water dish. Prior to metabolic measurement,
food was withheld from tarantulas for a minimum of
three weeks to ensure that they had finished digestion
and were in a fasted state.

Fig. 1. (A) An adult female Chilean rose hair tarantula
Grammostola rosea. (B) A tarantula that had captured an
adult cricket and pierced it with its fangs.

Measurements of gas exchange
We measured metabolic rates of tarantulas as
rates of oxygen consumption (VO2) and carbon dioxide production (VCO2) using closed-system respirom-
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etry as described by Secor and Faulkner [12]. Tarantulas were placed individually in respirometry chambers
(400-600 mL) and maintained at 30°C in an environmental chamber (model DS54SD; Powers Scientific,
Pipersville PA.). Each respirometry chamber was
fitted with incurrent and excurrent air ports, each connected to a three-way stopcock. Between measurements, fresh air was constantly pumped through the
chambers. For each measurement trial, a 40-mL sample of air was drawn from each chamber through the
opened excurrent port. Both ports were closed and
two hours later a second 40-mL sample was drawn
from the reopened excurrent port. The incurrent port
was reopened to flush the chamber of stale air. Air
samples were pumped (75 mL min-1) through a column of water absorbent (Drierite; W. A. Hammond,
Xenia, OH) and CO2 absorbent (Ascarite II; Thomas
Scientific. Swedesboro, NJ) into an O2 analyzer (S3A/II; AEI, Pittsburgh, PA) and through water absorbent into a CO2 analyzer (CD-3A; AEI). We calculated whole-animals (mL h-1) and mass-specific (mL g-1h-1) rates of gas exchange corrected to standard pressure and temperature using a modification of equation
(9) of Vleck [15].
Experimental procedure
The metabolic trial began with measuring
rates of gas exchange of fasted tarantulas twice a day
(~0800-1000 and 2000-2200 hours) for four days. For
each tarantula, we assigned for its standard metabolic
rate (SMR), the average of the two lowest measured

VO2 and VCO2 from these measurements. After SMR
measurements, tarantulas were placed into individual
plastic containers and given 3-4 adult crickets that
were first weighed. After four hours, any remaining
live crickets and partially digested crickets were removed and weighed. Meal mass size was calculated
as the difference between the mass of crickets provided and the mass of the remaining whole and partial
crickets. Tarantulas were returned to their respirometry chambers and measurements of gas exchange were
continued at 6-hour intervals (~0200-0400, 08001000, 1400-1600 and 2000-2200 hours) for 36 hours
and at 12-hour intervals (~0800-1000 and 2000-2200
hours) for the next 36 hours.
Quantifying the SDA response
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For each tarantula, we quantified its SMR,
peak VO2 (highest recorded VO2 after feeding), factorial scope of peak VO2 (peak VO2 divided by
SMR), duration (time from feeding until VO2 returned
to levels not significantly different than SMR), SDA
(total energy expended above SMR over the duration
of elevated VO2), and the SDA coefficient (SDA as a
percentage of meal energy). SDA was quantified by
summing the extra oxygen consumed above SMR
over the duration of significant metabolic response
and multiplied by 19.8 (assuming that 19.8 kJ are expended for each mL of oxygen consumed [12]). The
energy content of the crickets was determined by
bomb calorimetry. Ten crickets were weighed, dried
to a constant mass at 60°C, and reweighed. Each
dried cricket carcass was placed in a gelatin capsule
and ignited in a bomb calorimeter (model 1266, Parr
Instruments, Moline, Illinois) to determine energy
content. Average energy content of these crickets was
8.24±0.23 kJ g-1 wet mass. Partially uneaten crickets
and any cricket carcasses from feeding were likewise
weighed, dried, reweighed, and bombed for energy
content. These values were used to calculate the energy content of the provided meals (3-4 crickets) and the
remaining whole and partial crickets after feeding.
The difference the energy provided and left over was
assumed to be the energy consumed by the tarantula.
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cephalothorax. The tarantula would rapidly extend its
pedipalps and draw the cricket to the chelicerae, simultaneously piercing the cricket with its paired fangs
(Fig. 1B). The cricket quickly succumbed to the injected venom and the tarantula would begin chewing
the cricket. The breakdown of the cricket was aided
by enzymes released from the tarantula’s mouth. The
spiders ingested the crickets’ body fluids and the partially digested slurry. The undigested exoskeleton of a
cricket was discarded as a partially dried wad.
In this study, tarantulas varied in the size of
meal consumed. For these six spiders, three ate relatively small meals (mean meal size = 1.6% of body
mass), whereas the other three tarantulas ate larger
meals (6.4% of body mass). Therefore we analyzed
and compared the postfeeding metabolic response and
SDA for these two groups of tarantulas. Tarantula
body size did significantly differ between the two
meal-size groups, as individuals of the smaller meal
(22.6±1.9 g) averaged more than twice the body mass
of individuals (10.3±1.9 g) of the larger meal (Table
1).

Statistical analysis
We used repeated measures design analysis
of variance (ANOVA) to test for a significant effect of
time (before and after feeding) on VO2 and VCO2.
Each ANOVA was accompanied by a post-hoc pairwise mean comparison (LSD test for planned comparison) to identify when VO2 had significantly increase
from SMR and had returned to values not significantly
greater than SMR. We used ANOVA and ANCOVA
to examine differences in metabolic and SDA variables between the two meal sizes. The level of statistical significance for this study was set at P<0.05 and
results are reported as means ± 1 standard error.
Results
Feeding behavior, meal size, and body size
Tarantulas in this study immediately grasped
crickets when they moved in front of the tarantula’s
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Table 1. Body mass, meal mass, standard metabolic rate
(SMR), and five measured variables of the postfeeding metabolic response of the Chilean rose hair tarantula Grammostola rosea to small and large cricket meals. Values are
presented as means ± 1 standard error and P values are
from ANOVA and ANCOVA.
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Postfeeding metabolic response
Metabolic rates of fasting and resting tarantulas averaged 0.015±0.002 mL O2 g-1 h-1, and did not
differ between individuals of the two meal-size
groups. For each meal size, tarantulas responded to
feeding by increasing their metabolic rate within six
hours (Fig. 2). Metabolic rates peaked at 6 hours following a 3.1-fold increase for the smaller meal, and
after a 4.9-fold increase for the larger meal. Individual
peaks in postfeeding metabolic rates were significantly greater for tarantulas consuming the larger meals
compared to those digesting the smaller meal (Table
1). Tarantulas that consumed the smaller meal maintained significantly elevated levels of metabolism for
24 hours, whereas those that had consumed the larger
meal maintained elevated rates of metabolism for 36
hours. The total cost of digestion (SDA) was nearly
identical for the two meal sizes, however when standardize to body size (kJ kg-1), tarantulas consuming the
larger meal spent more than twice the energy digesting and assimilating their meals compared to tarantulas digesting the smaller meal (Table 1). The SDA
coefficient, SDA quantified as a percentage of meal
energy, averaged 73% greater for tarantulas that had

Fig. 2. Mean oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production (mL g-1 h-1) for the Chilean rose hair tarantula
Grammostola rosea at 30°C prior to (hour 0) and following
the ingestion of cricket meals equaling in mass to 1.7% and
6.4% of tarantula’s body mass. For each trial, N=3 and
error bars represent standard error. Note that tarantulas
responded to the larger meal with more a pronounced increase in gas exchange and a greater duration of elevated
gas exchange compared to the smaller meal.
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consumed the smaller meal compared to those that
had eaten the larger meal (Table 1)
Discussion
With each meal, Chilean rose hair tarantulas
Grammostola rosea experience the very characteristic
postfeeding profile of metabolic rate. As observed for
both invertebrates and vertebrates, feeding sparks a
very rapid increase in metabolic rate that, upon peaking, decreases at a slower rate before returning to
prefeeding levels [10]. For these tarantulas, the peak
in metabolic rate was attained very soon after feeding
(6 hours), which may reflect the initial higher costs of
chewing, enzyme release, and ingesting their meals.
After this peak, energy is still being spent, though at a
lower rate, on the assimilation of the absorbed nutrients and possibly on growth (e.g. protein synthesis).
Rapid peaks in postfeeding metabolism has also been
documented for other invertebrates, with peaks being
reached within six hours after feeding for the leech
Erpobdella testacea, the bivalve Mulina lateralis, the
octopus Octopus vulgaris, and the crab Carcinus maenas [7, 8, 14, 16]. In general, ectotherms vertebrates
(fishes, amphibians, and reptiles) experience peaks in
postfeeding metabolism 12-48 hours after feeding
[10].
It was hypothesized that, because of the fluid
consistence of their meals, tarantulas would exhibit a
more modest postfeeding metabolic response and
SDA compared to other invertebrates that tend to consume larger fragmented meals. We compared the tarantula’s scope of peak oxygen consumption, the duration of the metabolic response, and the SDA as
function of meal energy (the SDA coefficient) with
published data for other invertebrates. Among other
invertebrates that have been studied, the factorial
scope of peak postfeeding metabolism averaged 2.45
[10], less than what we observed for both meal sizes
in this study. The duration of significant elevated
metabolism of 24 and 36 hours are within the range of
durations (at similar body temperatures) noted for
species of crustaceans and insects [10]. Although the
calculated SDA coefficients for the tarantulas (3.24
and 5.60) were noticeably less than the averaged of
11.0 calculated for 30 species of invertebrates, similar
coefficients were quantified for species of crustaceans
and caterpillars [10]. When the relationship between
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meal energy and SDA is represented graphically, tarantulas consuming the two meal sizes exhibit similar
values to those of other invertebrates (Fig. 3).
We also predicted that an increase in meal
size (relative to body mass) would generate a larger
postfeeding response and SDA. Meal size has been
found for invertebrates and vertebrates to significantly
impact the SDA response [10]. In general, a doubling
in meal size generates a 50% increase in both the
scope and duration of the postfeeding metabolic response, resulting in a near doubling of SDA [10]. For
ex-

Fig. 3. SDA (kJ) plotted against meal energy (kJ) for 44
cases of invertebrate SDA (presented in Secor [10]) represented by solid black circles and for the two tarantula meal
sizes represented by the diamonds. Note that tarantulas
experience a similar relationship between meal energy and
SDA energy as other invertebrates.

ample, a 4-fold increase in a cricket meal size for the
amphibians Bombina orientalis, Kassina senegalensis,
Rana catesbeiana, and Ambystoma tigrinum lead to
respective increases in SDA of 2.93, 4.24, 3.70, and
4.12 [11, 13]. In this study, the larger meal, which
was 3.84 times larger than the smaller meal (relative
to body mass), did generate a significant greater SDA
response in both scope and duration. Based on massspecific values (because of the difference in body
mass between the two meals), the larger meal resulted
in more than a doubling of SDA.
This study has demonstrated that tarantulas
do exhibit a postfeeding increase in metabolism that
represents the additional energy being expended on
digestive and assimilation processes. Their postfeeding metabolic profile is characteristic of profiles observed for both invertebrates and vertebrates. The
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hypothesis that tarantulas experience with feeding a
more modest metabolic response was not supported by
the data. It appears that the scope, duration, and magnitude of their postfeeding metabolism are not much
different from that of other invertebrates. The prediction that larger meals will generate a larger metabolic
response for the tarantula was supported by the data.
With a near 4-fold increase in relative meal size, tarantulas experienced a larger and longer metabolic
response that reflects added effort to digest, absorb,
and assimilate more nutrients.
Tarantulas are generalist predators feeding on
a variety of insects and occasionally small vertebrates.
It has been shown that meal type can have significant
impact on the SDA response, largely due to differences in the toughness of the meal [10]. Since tarantulas are largely fluid feeders it would be interesting to
see if their postfeeding metabolic response varies with
respect to meal type. Yet to be investigated is whether
the postfeeding response of tarantulas will differ
among different insect and small vertebrate meals. As
mentioned, the only arachnids that have been studied
to date for their SDA response are a small mite, a tick,
and now tarantulas. There are other predaceous
arachnids, such as scorpions, solifugids, whip scorpions, and vinegaroons, that likewise would experience
a postfeeding metabolic response. Further study will
enhance the current understanding of arachnid physiology.
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The Dark Side of Online Social Networking:
An Initial Look at Jealousy and Aggression on Facebook
Jamie L. Ballew, Nicole L. Muscanell
Faculty Sponsor: Rosanna E. Guadagno, Ph.D.
Department of Psychology, The University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, AL 35487

This paper examines individuals’ experiences online using social networking websites, presently one of
the most popular means of communicating with others via the Internet [6]. Because the use of social
networking sites for interpersonal communication is relatively new and growing, there is a paucity of
psychological research on the ways in which individuals use such sites. The present study sought to examine qualitatively whether individuals experience jealousy or aggression while using the popular social networking site, Facebook. The results indicate that emotions and behaviors typically experienced
or exhibited in face-to-face settings, such as jealousy and aggression, may be prevalent in online social
networking environments such as Facebook. Future research should examine the impact of the transparency of social networks provided by Facebook on social comparison and other psychological processes
that cause jealousy and aggression.
Introduction
The advent of websites devoted to social networking, such as Facebook, has provided Internet
users with a virtual space specifically to maintain and/
or form relationships. In this virtual space provided by
social networking sites, individuals can communicate
with friends, relatives, peers, co-workers, or strangers.
While increasingly popular, social networking sites particularly Facebook, the most popular - has continued to grow in popularity among all ages. Owing to
the relative youth of the technology, there is a dearth
of psychological research on the use and function of
social networking sites.
As the popularity of social networking sites
have increased, the effects of real life, face-to-face
consequences have become apparent. For example,
Facebook, in particular, has recently been cited as a
cause or contributing factor to many divorces in the
US [1]. “Facebook flirtations” and virtual affairs have
been the cause of many problems within relationships.
In 2009, a 28-year- old woman, from Newquay in
Cornwall, ended her marriage after discovering her
husband had been having a virtual affair with someone he had never met face-to-face [1]. Because social
networking publicly presents information about people and their relationships with other people, it is relatively easy to find out what people are doing and
whom they are doing it with. In addition to being a
source of information about people you already know,
social networking sites allow people to meet and form
virtual relationships with people they would have nev-
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er met in real life. Though there are many advantages
in being able to connect with people in this manner, it
is becoming increasingly apparent that there are cases
in which relationships formed online lead to real-life
negative consequences [1, 7].
Of the existing social networking research, a
majority has focused on self-presentation and impression management [5, 9, 14] Some research has explored individual difference variables such as gender
and personality [10], but much of this research has
been in relation to some aspect of self-presentation
and impression management. Other research on social
networking sites has focused on the ways in which
viewers of social networking profile web pages actually interpret them and their page owners [2, 14, 15].
But again, much of this has been related to selfpresentation. Finally, there have been a number of
more descriptive attempts at examining individuals’
use of online social networking sites [2, 4, 11, 12].
Such research has examined more general characteristics of social networking site users (including demographics such as gender). For instance, a study by
Hargittai [4] found that gender and ethnicity are related to which social networking sites individuals use.
Currently, very little psychological research
exists on the social phenomena that may occur during
online interactions on social networking websites.
This research contributed to the social networking
literature by providing preliminary data on jealousy
and aggression, focusing on how they occur within
such virtual environments. Understanding these types
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of behaviors as they occur on social networking sites
is important because these behaviors typically have
negative implications for individuals. Furthermore,
there have been a growing number of cases in which
social networking aggression and jealousy have extreme real life consequences, including suicide [7].
Methods
Participants
Participants were 237 undergraduate psychology students (135 men and 102 women) who
completed an online survey about online social networking in order to fulfill a course requirement. Participants’ ages ranged between 17 and 46 with a mean
age of 19 years (SD = 2.33). Ethnicity was selfreported as mostly Caucasian (88.2%). All of the participants indicated being a member of Facebook. Final
analyses included 214 of the participants, who specifically indicated that they had experienced some form
of jealousy and/or aggression through the popular site.
Measures
General Questionnaire. Participants completed a comprehensive survey containing 50 questions
assessing general demographic variables (e.g. age,
gender, and ethnicity), questions about participants’
specific behaviors on Facebook, questions about their
experiences with jealousy and/or aggression on Facebook, and open-ended responses describing any jealousy and/or aggression experienced (see Appendix A
for examples).
Two independent coders categorized participants’ open-ended responses about jealousy into four
categories: romantic jealousy, friendship jealousy,
materialistic jealousy, or job/career success related
jealousy. Interrater agreement was high with 90%,
88%, 92%, and 93% agreement respectively. Additionally, the coders categorized open-ended responses
about aggression into two categories: Direct aggression (involving direct threats) or indirect aggression
(gossip and rumor spreading). Percent agreement for
these categories was 96% and 91%, respectively. Any
disagreements were settled by a third independent
coder who served as a tiebreaker.
Results
Experimenters determined the percentage of
participants in the study reported experiencing jealousy and/or aggression on Facebook. As seen in Tables 1 and 2, the percentages indicate that a large portion of college students encounter both jealous and
aggressive behavior on Facebook -either as witnesses
or as targets. As seen in Table 2, 0% of those polled
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experienced materialistic or career/job success jealousy. Percentages are also provided for the specific
types of jealousy and aggression that participants experienced as categorized by independent coders. Finally, a chi-square analysis demonstrated a gender
effect for those who reported experiencing romantic
jealousy, X2(1, N = 75) = 3.69, p = .05. That is, more
women report experiencing jealousy over a romantic
partner (or potential partner) compared to men. See
Table 3 for the percentage data and Table 6 for detailed examples.

As seen in Table 3, women reported experiencing more romantic jealousy as compared to men,
and men experiences more non-romantic jealousy as
compared to women. Of participants who reported
experiences with aggression in Facebook, the majority
of participants reported witnessing such events, as
shown in Table 4. As seen in Table 5, direct aggression was the most common form (54.9%) that participants reported witnessing or were targeted with. Indirect aggression came in second (39.2%).
Results suggest that emotions and corresponding behavior, such as jealousy and aggression,
traditionally associated with face-to-face settings, may
be prevalent in online social networking environments. Specifically, a high percentage of individuals
in this study who use online social networking sites
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aggression was reported as being experienced more
frequently than jealousy. Indirect aggression, such as
gossip and rumors, was more prevalent than direct
aggression such as threats. Over half of the individuals
in this study were witnesses to aggression on Facebook, and over a quarter of participants had both witnessed and experienced aggression on Facebook. This
is in accordance with reports of real-life negative consequences that resulted from jealousy and aggression
on social networking sites. Additionally, more women
reported experiencing jealousy over a romantic partner, or potential partner, compared to men. This is
consistent with work on jealousy in traditional offline
contexts [13].
Overall, our research demonstrates that both
men and women frequently experience aggression and
jealousy on Facebook. These results suggest that Facebook and possibly other online social networking
sites are a communication medium that allows people
to experience or demonstrate jealousy and aggression
without face-to-face interaction. This may be due to
the greater degree of transparency that the technology
affords. Thanks to social networking sites, people can
now see where and with whom their friends spend
time as well as monitor the messages sent to and from
their close friends and romantic partners. The results
of our research provide evidence that there are may be
negative implications for social interaction via social
networking sites, particularly ones that may have consequences outside of cyberspace. Thus, future research should further explore the underlying processes
of how and why jealousy and aggression occur
through such websites.

reported experiencing or witnessing jealous and aggressive behaviors. Jealousy over romantic relationships was experienced more often than friendship,
materialistic, or career/job success jealously, though
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Assessing the Microclimate of Bryant-Denny Stadium
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The microclimate of Bryant-Denny Stadium, on the campus of the University of Alabama, is examined in
this study. Temperature data were collected at six locations inside the stadium: the west and east concourse and concession areas; at field level on the west and east side of the football field; and in the west
and east upper deck. Stadium temperature data were compared to temperatures recorded at the National Weather Service primary weather station located at the Tuscaloosa Regional Airport to evaluate the
differences between conditions inside the stadium and conditions outside. Paired sample Student’s Ttests between the six stadium locations and the primary weather station revealed significantly warmer
temperatures inside the stadium at each location. Temperatures in the concourse areas reached a maximum of 17°F warmer than those measured at the ASOS station, while the field level and upper deck temperatures reached 10.5°F and 13°F warmer, respectively. The size and construction material of the stadium had a direct impact on the incoming and outgoing energy budget, keeping temperatures warmer
inside the stadium.
Introduction
Bryant-Denny Stadium is home to the University of Alabama’s Crimson Tide football team. The
success and storied history of the football program has
resulted in stadium expansion on eight separate occasions over the past 82 years (1937, 1950, 1961, 1966,
1988, 1998, 2006, and 2010) since the stadium was
built in 1929. The most recent expansion, completed
in the summer of 2010, increased the capacity of Bryant-Denny Stadium to over 101,000 spectators by enclosing the southern portion of the upper deck. Football stadium expansion is not unique to the University
of Alabama, as the popularity of college football has
lead to numerous projects that have increased stadium
capacity on campuses across the United States. In fact,
thirteen of the fifteen colleges that led the nation in
2009 attendance added additional seating in the past
decade. With each expansion, stadiums become larger
and more enclosed, with less direct exposure to ambient conditions outside the stadium. As a result, the
potential for the environment inside the stadium to be
modified by the structure is a distinct possibility.
Urban and suburban growth over the past 50
years has altered climates in cities across the United
States [11, 4, 6]. The urban heat island (UHI) effect,
in which temperatures are commonly warmer in the
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highly-developed urban and suburban areas, is a result
of longwave energy exchanges between the built environment and the atmosphere above [1]. Studies have
shown upward temperature trends due to increases in
population and anthropogenic heating, local topography, and the influence of water bodies [11,12] relative
to the more rural areas surrounding cities [9]. Ultimately, the extent of urban warming is dependent upon the urban composition and the local climate [17, 6,
3]. Urban materials, like concrete or asphalt, are the
primary source for altering local shortwave and
longwave energy budgets [1,16]. The energy budget
(balance) between shortwave (energy coming from the
sun) and longwave (energy absorbed by the surface
and re-emitted into the atmosphere) determines the
degree of warming or cooling that will occur. For example, if there is generally more (less) shortwave energy absorbed and less (more) longwave energy emitted from the surface, there will be a net increase
(decrease) in near-surface air temperatures.
One of the recurring features of UHIs is that
there are many different surface characteristics that
define energy exchange within a city. For example,
the intra-urban environment can vary from dense high
-rise and multi-use buildings to roadways, urban
parks, and green spaces [7]. The changing land-use
characteristics lead to small scale temperature variability that influences the intensity of the heat island
[7]. With this concept in mind, we considered what
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affect a large, semi-enclosed structure like BryantDenny Stadium would have on temperatures inside the
facility. In this study, we assess and compare the thermal properties of the stadium during the football game
against the University of Tennessee (24 October
2009), using temperature data recorded at six locations inside the stadium and data obtained from the
local National Weather Service primary weather station located at the Tuscaloosa Regional Airport. It is
important to note that this analysis was completed
prior to the completion of the most-recent stadium
expansion. The southern upper-deck was not yet in
place, and lower-level seating area below the expansion was still in pre-expansion form.
Data and Methods
Bryant-Denny Stadium (BDS) extends 52
meters above the playing surface, is 281 meters long,
241 meters wide, and has a field area of 138 by 130
meters. The stadium is constructed of reinforced concrete and has anodized aluminum bench seating in all
sections, except the western upper deck and a small
section of the western lower bowl where individual,
chair-back stadium seats are located. The eastern and
western upper decks are each partially covered by a
metal canopy.
Temperature data were collected from four
locations within the stadium and two locations in the
concession and concourse area (Figure 1) using Hobo
Pro v2 data loggers. The Hobo Pro v2 data logger
(model U23-001) is an external temperature and relative humidity sensor package produced by Onset Corporation (www.onsetcomp.com) that measures and
records temperatures between -40°F to 158°F, at a

0.036°F resolution and capable of recording data in
intervals as short as one minute. This powerful data
logger is small (10.2cm x 3.8cm), lightweight (57g),
and weatherproof. To compare the stadium climate to
conditions outside the stadium, one-minute temperature data were retrieved from the Automated Surface
Observation System (ASOS) weather station located
at the Tuscaloosa Regional Airport, available from the
National Climatic Data Center. ASOS stations record
ambient air temperature through a HO-83 hygrothermometer capable of observing temperatures between 79.6°F to 129.2°F at a 0.10°F resolution [10]. Data
are collected six times per minute and processed to
create a one-minute average temperature. Data collection began at 12:00 local standard time (LST) on Friday, 23 October 2009, with temperature measurements recorded every minute until the data were
downloaded early the next week. For this analysis, the
dataset was truncated to include the period from 12:00
to 23:59 LST on 24 October 2009 to analyze the ambient conditions prior to, during, and after the football
game between the University of Alabama and the University of Tennessee. The football game began at approximately 14:37 LST and ended at approximately
18:15 LST.
Temperature data from each data logger and
from the Tuscaloosa ASOS station were evaluated for
normality using standardized measurements of skewness and kurtosis. Standardized values of skewness,
z1, and kurtosis, z2, are calculated as:
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where the resulting z values are compared against a tvalue deemed appropriate for a selected level of confidence (e.g., α = 0.01 and α = 0.05). Following Keeping [8] and Siegel [15], if the absolute value of z1 or z2
exceeds the selected value of t, a significant deviation
from the normal curve is confirmed. Otherwise, no
statistically significant deviation from a normal distribution is determined (consequently, the null hypothesis that the samples came from a normal distribution
cannot be rejected). Following the evaluation of skewness and kurtosis, no significant deviation from nor-
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mality was evident. Next, the temperature data were
analyzed using paired-sample Student’s T-tests to
assess statistical significance between temperatures
inside BDS and temperatures recorded at the ASOS
station as well as between locations inside BDS.
Results and Discussion
A total of 717 temperature observations were
recorded during the study period (12:00 to 23:59
LST). Paired sample Student’s T-tests between BDS
and ASOS temperature datasets revealed significantly
warmer temperatures at each location inside the stadium compared to outside (ρ=0.01). The size and construction material of BDS play an important role in
affecting the incoming and outgoing energy budget. In
many ways the stadium parallels urban heat island
signals indentified in urban areas [11]. To evaluate the
variation in temperature within the stadium, likely a
result of local variability of incoming and outgoing
radiation, the difference between BDS and ASOS
temperatures was calculated. What follows is an analysis and comparison of the temperature differences
between the three pairs of temperature data (e.g., the
west and east concourse and concession areas; the
west and east field level; and the west and east upper
deck).
At the beginning of the period (12:00 LST),
temperatures in the west concourse were cooler than
the ASOS-observed temperature and cooler than temperatures observed in the east concourse (Figure 2).
Temperatures recorded in the eastern concourse were
approximately 2°F warmer than the ASOS station,
while the western concourse was nearly 2.5°F cooler.
The warm east/cool west pattern continued through
15:00 LST, when temperatures in the western concourse began to warm above observed ASOS temperatures. The warming continued until approximately
17:00 LST. At that time, a more significant temperature increase occurred within both concourses, with
temperatures between 13°F to 17°F warmer inside the
west and east concourses throughout the rest of the
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period. The cause of the differences between the west
and east concourses is primarily a result of solar exposure. The east concourse has more-direct solar influence, allowing for temperatures to warm to a greater
extent from morning into early afternoon. Conversely,
the west concourse area does not receive direct solar
influences until mid-afternoon, at which time temperatures respond more to overall heating, as opposed to
the direct solar influence during the morning. Urban
heat island studies have shown similar temperature
patterns within urban canyons [1], where airflow, energy exchange, and solar exposure show a lag in temperature response through mid-afternoon, followed by
more-significant warming and gradual cooling
through the evening and into the night [12]. Anthropogenic heating is also a possible source for producing the significantly warmer temperatures after 17:00
LST. The semi-enclosed nature of the concourses and
the large volume of spectators passing through the
area could have an additional impact on sensible temperatures.
Field-level temperature measurements were
recorded behind the home and visitor sideline areas.
East field-level temperatures lagged slightly behind
west field-level temperatures at the beginning of the
study period (Figure 3). Some of the variability in
temperatures between 12:00 and 14:00 LST can be
attributed to a brief period of mid-level stratus clouds
that moved through the area between 11:30 and 13:45
LST. The intermittent breaks in the shallow cloud
cover produced the temperature fluctuations. After
approximately 13:45 LST, the clouds dissipated leaving a clear sky hemisphere. The departure from a consistent temperature pattern between the west and east
field-level locations began around 15:15 LST. At this
point, the eastern field-level location was as much as
6°F warmer than the temperatures observed on the
west field-level. This pattern continued until 17:00
LST, after which both locations had similar temperature profiles.
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The warmer temperatures on the east side of
field level relative to the west side were the result of
the shadow cast down from the western portion of the
upper deck, shading and cooling the west field level
location. Not only were temperatures warmer compared to the west side of the field, but temperatures
were also warmer than those observed at the ASOS
station outside the stadium. Even with different surface elements (grass versus cement), the size and
shape of the stadium overtake the local surface radiative exchange from the grass, producing warmer temperatures inside the stadium [12, 1]. A study by Brazel
and Marcus [5] also noted similar temperature patterns
inside Sun Devil Stadium, on the campus of Arizona
State University. The increasing field level temperatures observed following 17:00 LST were due to the
stadium inhibiting longwave exchange and the inability to mix out the warmer temperatures with the nearsurface air flow.
Western and eastern upper deck temperature
observations revealed two distinct temperature profiles (Figure 4). From 12:00 LST through 16:00 LST,
temperatures at both locations were consistently cooler than those observed at the ASOS weather station.
Starting at 16:00 LST and continuing through 23:59
LST, temperatures in the western and eastern upper
deck warmed by as much as 13°F compared to outside
the stadium. Temperatures in the upper deck were
affected by the presence of a large canopy which provided shade for a majority of the seats on each side of
the stadium. With less direct solar radiation absorbed
at the surface, temperatures did not warm as quickly
as those near field level. Additionally, the upper deck
is exposed more directly to atmospheric mixing,
which has a general cooling effect, due to surface friction and air flow barriers that decrease near the top of
the urban canopy layer [1]. The presence of the overhang has the opposite affect later in the day and into
the evening. Temperatures become warmer inside the
stadium at approximately 16:00 LST as incoming solar radiation receipt decreases and long wave emission
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from within the stadium begins to dominate the energy budget. Long wave emission is redirected back
down to the seating areas and field below from the
canopy above the upper deck. The canopy feature acts
like trees in an urban park that filter incoming radiation by day, producing cooler temperatures, but also
by trapping long wave radiation in the late afternoon
and evening causing slightly warmer temperatures for
a short period of time [13]. Later in the evening, the
temperature difference slowly decreases as atmospheric mixing in the upper urban canopy layer redistributes the stored energy.
Conclusions
This study evaluated the microclimate of
Bryant-Denny Stadium before, during, and after the
football game against the University of Tennessee on
24 October 2009 by comparing stadium temperature
data to measurements from the ASOS weather station
at the Tuscaloosa Regional Airport. Paired sample
Student’s T-test between the six sensor locations inside the stadium and the ASOS station revealed warmer temperatures inside BDS over the period of observation. The largest difference in temperatures between
inside and outside the stadium occurred in the concourse areas, where the semi-enclosed spaces trapped
longwave emissions and limited airflow. While not
directly assessed in this study, anthropogenic heating
and energy exchange should be analyzed in future
studies to examine the influence of human energy
exchange within these locations. East and west field
level temperatures were also warmer than temperatures outside the stadium, showing that local surface
elements (grass) have less of an impact to those produced by the size and structure of the stadium. It
should be noted that the temperature variation between 12:00 and 14:00 LST at field level was due to
mid-level stratus clouds passing overhead. Temperatures in the east and west upper deck were cooler than
those observed at the ASOS station from 12:00 to
16:00 LST because of the shade produced by the canopy. Limited radiation and atmospheric mixing allowed for limited heating in the upper deck during this
period. After 16:00 LST temperatures in the upper
deck were warmer inside the stadium as the energy
budget is dominated by longwave emission and counter-radiation. It is likely that future studies will reveal
additional temperature variability inside the stadium
following the south end zone expansion completed in
the summer of 2010.
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The main focus for this study was to optimize organic photovoltaic devices by varying the concentration
of the photovoltaic devices to find the correlation between the thickness of the active layer of a photovoltaic device and its electrical properties. The devices of each concentration were tested to determine the
effect of thickness on device efficiency. Illuminated and opaque conditions were used as controls to determine the short circuit current and open circuit potential. Results showed that the concentration had a
direct effect on resistance and current density. The maximum values for short circuit current and open
circuit potential were found for devices made from two different active layers. An improved method of
fabrication was used to optimize devices based on properties including fill factor, shunt resistance, series resistance, and characteristic resistance. The concentration chosen obtained a relative maximum of
all measurements of resistance taken. These results suggest that as the thickness of the device increases,
so does the resistance.
Introduction
Unlike fossil fuels, which are exhaustible,
renewable energy sources can be continuously used
and replaced indefinitely. The five most common renewable sources used are biomass, geothermal, hydropower, solar, and wind energy. The utilization of renewable sources in the United States totaled 7.3 quadrillion Btu, which is about 7% of the United States
energy supply [1]. In the United States, the leading
renewable energy is biomass energy which comprises
almost 4% of the total nation’s energy supply. Of the
7% of renewable energy, solar energy contributed 1%
of the total renewable energy supply in 2008 [1].
Photovoltaics (PV) is the field of technology
and research related to the application of solar cells
for energy by converting sunlight directly into electricity. The production of solar cells has caused the
energy output by these devices to increase by 50% in
2007, to 3,800 megawatts, and has been doubling every two years [1]. In 2007, grid-connected PV electricity was the fastest growing energy source, with installations of all PV increasing by 83% in 2009 to bring
the total installed capacity to 15 GW [1]. Nearly half
of the increase was in Germany, which is now the
world's largest consumer of PV electricity (followed
by Japan and the United States). Advances in technology and economies of scale, along with demand for
solutions to global warming, have led PVs to become
the most likely candidate to replace nuclear and fossil
fuels.
Photovoltaic devices made of organic materials are easier to handle and are more portable due to
organic material flexibility and lightness. Organic
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photovoltaics are less expensive to fabricate due to
inexpensive and well-understood industrial processes
that use a flexible substrate such as plastic. Furthermore, because the substrates are so thin and flexible
compared to inorganic devices that use glass, the cells
can be printed on a roll-to-roll process.Another advantage is that the cost of producing organic photovoltaic device (OPV) cells became increasingly lower
than using the widely known inorganic cells such as
silicon [2].
An organic photovoltaic device absorbs light
and converts it to usable electricity by the use of polymers. The use of polymers in the past has presented
several issues in electron flow and is extremely costly.
The production of OPV devices is an important step in
correcting these problems and the main purpose of
this work is to find an optimal process for fabricating
and testing an OPV.
Thickness plays an important role in the current density output and efficiency of photovoltaic devices [3]. The main focus for this study was to optimize the fabrication process for devices made from
two different active layers. This was done by optimizing the concentration of both solutions being used as
the active layer to find the correlation between the
thickness of the active layer of the device and the
electrical properties of photovoltaic devices. The OPV
in this study was a planar-layered structure cell in
which the organic material is sandwiched between two
different electrodes. To absorb light, the common
method of extraction is reverse effect of a common
diode [2]. This study shows the relationship between
thickness and device output values.
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Experimental
Materials
Astrazon Orange dodecyl sulfonate (AO-DS)
and Crystal Violet dodecyl sulfonate (CV-DS) were
used as the photoactive layer for the devices. AO-DS
absorbs at 489 nm and CV-DS absorbs at 584 nm
(UV/Vis spectrophotometry, not shown). Poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene)-poly(styrenesulfonate)
(PEDOT) in 1.3 wt % dispersion in H2O, conductive
grade from Sigma-Aldrich, was used as received.
Device Fabrication
In this study the electrodes consisted of aluminum and either PEDOT or indium-tin oxide (ITO).
Patterned aluminum foil substrates (1 cm × 1 cm)
served as the window for the active layer of the photovoltaic device. Astrazon Orange dodecyl sulfonate
(AO-DS) was dissolved in chloroform. Crystal Violet
dodecyl sulfonate (CV-DS) was dissolved in acetone.
Solution concentrations were varied to control thickness of the AO-DS and CV-DS active layers. Devices
were placed in a closed vial during thermal annealing
for 30 min at a setting of 120 °C to control solvent
evaporation. Two microliters of PEDOT were drop
cast and used as the transparent front contact to define
an active area of 0.4 cm2. PEDOT was thermally annealed at a setting of 120 °C for 20 min. The photovoltaic devices contained a total of three layers as
follows from top to bottom: PEDOT/active layer/
aluminum foil. Figure 1 shows a cross section of the
solar cell and the equivalent circuit model for the device.

Fig. 1. A side view of the PV device displaying the 3 layers
(top). Electrical model of a solar cell showing flow of current and dependence of load resistance in correlation to a
diode(cell) (bottom).

Device Testing
Current and potential readings were obtained
using a CH Instruments 660 potentiostat. A halogen
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lamp (~100 mW/cm2 intensity) was used as the light
source. Change in short circuit current (∆ISC) was
measured by an amperometric i-t technique and
change in open circuit potential (∆VOC) was measured
in relation to time. Each cell was tested in both dark
and illuminated conditions. ∆ISC and ∆VOC conditions
were switched for increments of ten seconds while
measuring short circuit current and open circuit potential versus time. The total measurement had a run time
of 110 sec and the ∆ISC measurements had a sensitivity setting of 1E-8 Amps (A). ∆VOC measurements had
a high potential limit of 5E-3 volts (V) and low of -5E
-3 V. The ∆ISC and ∆VOC values for each measurement were averaged and the standard deviation was
calculated to include error. Current density was calculated by dividing the current by active area of the device.
Current versus voltage was measured from -1
V to 3 V with 0.05 V increments at a scan rate of 0.1
Vs-1. Shunt resistance was calculated from the slope of
the current-voltage relationship in quadrant three from
an interval of -0.6 V to -0.2 V. Series resistance was
calculated from the slope of the current-voltage relationship in quadrant one from an interval of 2.5 to 3
V. Characteristic resistance was calculated by dividing
the maximum voltage by the maximum current. Fill
factor (FF) was calculated using the following equation:

FF =

I maxVmax
I SCVOC

Results and Discussion
Astrazon Orange dodecyl sulfonate (AO-DS)
and Crystal Violet dodecyl sulfonate (CV-DS) were
used as active layers of the photovoltaic devices. Solution concentrations were varied to control thickness of
the AO-DS and CV-DS active layers. The solutions
were systematically diluted in increments of 10 mg/
mL ranging from 120 to 10 mg/mL to change the
thickness of the active layer. Figure 2 shows the direct
correlation between ∆ISC, ∆VOC, and resistance to concentration for photovoltaic devices made using AODS active layers. The ∆ISC shows changes with respect to concentration between 50 mg/mL and 120
mg/mL. Concentrations below 80 mg/mL in the AODS demonstrated minimum outputs of ∆ISC at 4.35E10 A (Figure 2). The concentration with the maximum
∆ISC for AO-DS was 90 mg/mL at 1.32E-9 A and the
minimum being 70 mg/mL at 2.84E-10 A. In (Figure
2) AO-DS ∆VOC registered 0 V until 80 mg/mL and
sharply peaked at and continued to increase past 90
mg/mL. The concentration with the maximum ∆VOC
was 100 mg/mL at 4.2E-2 V and the minimum being
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110 mg/mL of AO-DS shows a relative minimum of
4.45e-10 A in ∆ISC and a relative minimum in resistance. This inconsistency could be due to a heterogeneous active layer resulting in a local short. Based
purely on physical appearance the homogeneity of the
active layer impacted the functionality of the device.
Homogeneity also aided in the reproducibility of the
device by being able to provide a consistent area to
draw current. 90 mg/mL of AO-DS provided a homogeneous active layer and reproducible electrical properties.

Fig. 3. Dependence of short circuit current density (top) and
open circuit potential (bottom) on concentration of Crystal
Violet dodecyl sulfonate in acetone.
Fig. 2. Dependence of short circuit current density (top) and
open circuit potential (center) on concentration of Astrazon
Orange dodecyl sulfonate in chloroform. Resistance versus
concentration behavior (bottom).

60 mg/mL at 6.34E-4 V. The ∆VOC (Figure 2) shows
the same trend below 80 mg/mL as ∆ISC. A resistance
of 5 MW corresponded to the optimal concentration of
AO-DS and any device outputting below 1 MΩ of
resistance had a limited amount of ∆ISC and ∆VOC.
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CV-DS was also tested in this manner and is
shown in Figure 3. The concentration with the maximum ∆ISC (1.05E-8 A) for CV-DS was 60 mg/mL at
and the minima being 10 mg/mL and 100 mg/mL. As
seen in (Figure 3) CV-DS ∆VOC registered 0 V until
60 mg/mL and sharply increased 10 mg/mL above the
optimal concentration. This was followed by a sharp
decrease after the initial peak and resulted in all concentrations following the optimal concentration to
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obtain a ∆VOC of 0 V. The concentration with the
maximum ∆VOC was 80 mg/mL at 2.49E-3 V and the
minimum being 40 mg/mL and below and 90 and 100
mg/mL at 0 V. The thickness made an obvious change
in the behavior of the ∆ISC and ∆VOC which resulted in
similar trends in CV-DS. Devices below a concentration of 40 mg/mL and above a concentration of 90
mg/mL showed the least amount of response in ∆ISC
and ∆VOC and did not result in homogenous layers.
This most likely resulted in several shorts on the device and is a possible reason for the poor electrical
response.

Table 1. Optimized Device Electrical Properties.

It is commonly accepted that shunt resistance
affects the efficiency of the cell, whereas shunt resistance decreases so does the cell’s efficiency [4,5].
The shunt resistance calculated for devices having
aluminum as the substrate was 5 MW. By using an
improved method of fabrication, we increased shunt
resistance by using the following device structure, top
to bottom: Al/Active Layer/PEDOT/ITO. This resulted in a higher shunt resistance of 10 GW. The optimal
concentrations chosen were 90 mg/mL for AO-DS and
80 mg/mL for CV-DS. Figure 4 shows the maximum
power rectangle and the current-voltage relationship
measured in illuminated conditions for both the AODS device and the CV-DS device. The power rectangle shows the maximum current (Imax) and maximum
voltage (Vmax) corresponding to the maximum power
(Pmax). Imax obtained from the power rectangle for AODS was 5.91E-9 A and Vmax obtained was 0.55 V. Imax
obtained from the power rectangle for CV-DS was
1.8E-9 A and Vmax obtained was 0.3 V. As seen in
Table 1, AO-DS had a Pmax of around five times the
Pmax CV-DS. AO-DS resulted in an improved FF in
relation to CV-DS (Table 1). From previously stated
calculations, AO-DS was the choice solution of the
two.

Fig. 4. Current-voltage response and power rectangle for
AO-DS (top) and CV-DS (bottom) devices.

and ∆VOC of photovoltaic devices made with AO-DS
and CV-DS active layers on aluminum substrates. The
optimal concentration for the AO-DS was a concentration of 90 mg/mL and 80 mg/mL for CV-DS. The
maximum ∆ISC for AO-DS was 1.32E-9 A/cm2 at 90
mg/mL and 9.2E-9 A/cm2 at 80 mg/mL for the CVDS. 1.58E-2 V was the maximum ∆VOC for the optimal concentration of AO-DS and 1E-3 V for CV-DS.
Shunt resistance was improved for devices by using
ITO as a substrate instead of aluminum. Based on the
power rectangle of devices with the optimal concentration, AO-DS measured the highest maximum current and voltage at 5.91E-9 A and 0.55 V. AO-DS also
measured a higher FF over CV-DS. These results suggest AO-DS to be the superior active layer for the
studied photovoltaic devices.

Conclusions
The optimal concentration had an effect on
the current-voltage relationship along with the ∆ISC
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The current study examines the relationship between health literacy levels and a specific form of preventive health measure, namely, participation in cancer screenings for breast, colorectal, and prostate cancer. A cross-sectional study, this project aimed to describe the relationship between health literacy and
disease prevention activities as they exist in a specific population (those 50 years of age and older living
in Tuscaloosa, Alabama) at a particular time (summer 2010). Forty-three participants were recruited:
3 African American men, 3 Caucasian men, 17 African American women, and 20 Caucasian women.
Participants’ health literacy levels and frequency of cancer health screenings were measured with the
Rapid Estimate of Adult Literacy in Medicine (REALM) questionnaire [13] and a health questionnaire
developed by the investigators, respectively. Results are discussed in terms of the hypothesis that individuals who are less literate about health matters are less likely to participate in preventive health
measures, specifically, in screening for breast (females), prostate (males), and colorectal (both sexes)
cancers.
Introduction
Health illiteracy is one of the paramount inhibitors that prevent individuals from attaining a good
health status [14]. Defined in “Healthy People
2010” (2000) as the inability to accurately recognize
or properly treat an illness because of low reading
levels, health illiteracy characterizes over ninety million individuals in the U. S. who do not understand
how to properly assess or recognize their disease or
take the necessary steps to seek preventive measures
to lessen the chance of developing an ailment [11].
Health-illiterate individuals do not have the reading
capacity to maintain at-home treatments prescribed by
a physician or to comprehend or discuss medically
centered terminology. Most medical literature found
in health and wellness environments, usually written
on a tenth-grade comprehension level and above, is
beyond their grasp [16].
Health literacy is defined as “a constellation of
skills, including the ability to perform basic reading
and numerical tasks required to function in the health
care environment” [4]. When individuals are health
literate, they are generally able to follow and read
instructions for medication dosage; read appointment
slips from the physician; accurately comprehend medical brochures, doctor’s directions, and consent forms;
and understand the process of attaining health care
coverage information [1]. Even if an individual can
accurately “read” in the day-to-day environment, referring to that individual as “health literate” would be
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a premature conclusion. Ultimately, health literacy
means not just having the ability to read but also to
negotiate, comprehend, and navigate through the basic
health terminology distributed by physicians and other
health professionals and associates.
Health illiteracy is a growing issue in the United
States. The Institute of Medicine reports that ninety
million people in the United States have difficulty
understanding and using health information [14]. Not
understanding or knowing how to read basic medical
terminology inhibits individuals, especially those of
older age, from accurately assessing and recognizing
their illness and maintaining treatment. Having health
literacy is important for the patient to understand the
prognosis and diagnosis from the doctor and for the
communication of health problems by the patient to
the doctor. Without having the proper vocabulary of
medically associated terms, patients will not be fully
able to communicate to the doctor information about
the body part or portion that is a concern.
The primary goal of this research was to analyze
the relationship between preventive health care and
health illiteracy. Preventive health care is defined as
taking measures to prevent diseases. “It is a process of
making small regular decisions and taking positive
action on health, diet, exercise and lifestyle” [10].
Preventive health care is commonly used to prevent
illnesses from occurring by doing health benefitting
routines and procedures and also to detect and recognize illnesses early on so that they can be promptly
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treated. An example of a preventive measure for
avoiding health issues of the breast is mammograms,
which are done annually. When women participate in
these breast exams, their chances of having any cancer
detected earlier are increased. Although preventive
health measures are strongly encouraged by health
professionals, they are continually overlooked by
many.
In a study by Clancy, Hill, and Powell (2007), the
relationship between diabetes and literacy levels was
analyzed along with the readiness of patients to take
preventive actions [6]. Sixty-two patients with type 2
diabetes were administered the Rapid Estimate of
Adult Literacy in Medicine (REALM) questionnaire
in addition to the Diabetes Health Belief Model
(DHBM) and Diabetes Knowledge Test (DKT) in
order to test their health literacy and diabetes literacy.
The researchers hypothesized that the lower the literacy level of patients, the lower they would score on the
diabetes assessment [6]. While no significant association was found between REALM and DHBM, there
was an association between REALM and DKT scores
in that patients who tested at less than a fourth grade
reading level tested lower on the DKT.
Measuring Health Literacy: The Reading Estimate
of Adult Literacy in Medicine (REALM)
The REALM is a reading recognition instrument
that tests the patient’s ability to pronounce words that
are prevalent in medical settings, including common
medical terms and names of body parts. The REALM
questionnaire is used to quickly and efficiently determine the approximate reading levels of patients in a
medically-centered environment. Use of the REALM
enables patients with low reading levels to be better
recognized and information involving treatment of
their ailment therefore to be tailored to their specific
reading range. The REALM is specifically used as a
“quick identifier” to test the reading levels of patients
who have less than a high school education [13].
A revised version of the test has been developed
in order to make the test easier to give in a medical
environment that can be busy, loud, and crowded at
any given time. (See Appendix.) Patients are presented a form containing 66 words, some of which they
will be more inclined to hear in a medical environment than in everyday usage, which range from “fat”
to “impetigo.” The administrator’s copy comes with
directions and a scoring key on the back. While the
patient calls out the words, the administrator monitors
the score discreetly. In most cases, the score is not
reported to the participant.
The REALM is ideal for use in busy hospital settings. Usually it takes 2-3 minutes for the patient to
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complete the test. Patients can be administered this
test during the regular procedures for hospital checkins. Murphy et al. (1993) state, “Physicians, nurses,
social workers, research assistants, office personnel,
and other health care professionals can be trained to
administer and score the test” [13]. By having patients
take this test, their scores can be implemented into
their charts, as a reference to what the patient will and
will not be able to understand.
Cancer and Preventive Health Care
Cancer is a disease whose outcome can be potentially positively affected by preventive health care. A
disease in which cells grow and multiply uncontrollably and form masses or lumps in the areas in which
the cancer originates, the specific cancer is named for
the body part in which it is found [2].
Breast cancer. Breast cancer occurs most commonly in women. Not including skin cancer, breast
cancer is the most common cancer a woman can contract, “accounting for 1 in 4 cancers diagnosed in
women” [2]. Breast cancer incidence rates typically
increase as women get older. The age bracket of 20-24
has the lowest incidence rates, while women 75-79
have the highest incidence rates [2]. The chances for
women to develop cancer increase significantly after
the age of 40 [2].
White women have the highest incidence rate,
meaning they are diagnosed more often than any other
race [2]. Ironically, African American women, who
are diagnosed less often with breast cancer, die more
often than White women, with a 37% higher death
rate [2]. “The higher death rate among African Americans, despite the lower incidence rate, is due to both
later stage at diagnosis and poorer stage-specific survival” [2]. An estimated 192,370 women were diagnosed with cancer in 2009 and 40,170 were predicted
to succumb to the disease last year.
Prostate cancer. Because only men have a prostate gland, only men can be diagnosed with prostate
cancer. Prostate cancer is the most prevalent cancer
diagnosed in men and is the second leading cause of
cancer death among men, falling second to skin cancer
[2]. For reasons that are unclear, the incidence rate of
prostate cancer for African American men is significantly higher than that for White men [2]. The incidence in 2008 for White males was 156,700 and in
African American males an astounding 248,500 [12].
This same trend was illustrated with the mortality rate:
24,600 and 59,400 for White and African American
males, respectively. The American Cancer Society
(2009) reports that in 2009 there were 192,280 new
cases of prostate cancer diagnosed that could possibly
result in 27,360 deaths [2].
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Colorectal cancer. Colorectal cancer affects men
and women and is named for two different parts of the
digestive system, the colon and rectum. According to
“Colorectal Cancer Facts and Figures 2009-2010”, it
is the third leading cause of cancer death in both
males and females. Rates for men developing colorectal cancer are 5.5% and for women 5.1%; these rates
increase if colorectal cancer is found throughout an
individual’s family history. Colorectal incidence and
mortality are found to be higher in African American
men and women, with a 20% higher incidence rate
and a 45% higher mortality rate, relative to White
people. Approximarely148, 810 people were diagnosed with colorectal cancer and 49,960 were expected to die of the disease in 2009 [2].
Screening/prevention. “Cancer screening is an
attempt to detect unsuspected cancers in an asymptomatic population” (American Cancer Society, 2009, p.
8). If cancer is found during a screening procedure,
then more invasive action may be taken to limit the
spread of the cancer. By making utilizing screening
opportunities, cancer mortality rates can be significantly reduced; therefore, death and incidence rates
can be lowered by having regular health screenings
[2].

RESEARCH
in a specific population (those 50 years of age and
older living in Tuscaloosa, Alabama) at a particular
time (summer 2010).
Participants
It was our goal to collect data from 100 African
American and Caucasian individuals over the age of
50. In the current study there are 43 of those participants represented, including three African American
men, three Caucasian men, 17 African American
women, and 20 Caucasian women, as illustrated in
Table 1. With the permission of administrators, we
garnered volunteers from the waiting area of the University Medical Center located in Tuscaloosa, AL.
Each potential participant was approached individually and invited to participate. After the volunteer
agreed, two measures were administered.

Research Questions
The current study addressed the following specific
questions:
Question #1: Is there a relationship between level of
health literacy and participation in appropriate cancer
screening?
Question #2: Does the relationship between the level
of health literacy and cancer screenings differ by race?
Question #3: Does the relationship between the level
of health literacy and cancer screening differ by gender?

Table 1. Composition of participant groups.

Measures
After obtaining informed consent from the participant, the investigator administered the Reading Estimate of Adult Literacy in Medicine (REALM) (see
Appendix) and a cancer screening questionnaire
(Table 2).
Table 2. Cancer screening questionnaire items.

Question #4: Does the relationship between level of
health literacy and cancer screening differ by race and
gender?
Method
Study Design
A cross-sectional study involves the observation
of some subset of a population at the same point in
time. In this type of design, groups can be compared
at different strata with respect to independent variables, whether it is by age, gender, race, etc. This project aimed to describe the relationship between health
literacy and disease prevention activities, as they exist
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Procedures
The participants were given the REALM on
brightly colored paper in large print in order to reduce
anxiety or intimidation they may experience with the
test. The patients were asked to read the terms on the
REALM aloud while the proctor recorded their performance on a copy of the REALM on a clipboard held
at an angle so the patient could not see. The administrator gave these instructions:
I want to hear you read as many
words as you can from this list.
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Begin with the first word and read
aloud. When you come to a word
you cannot read, do the best you can
or say “blank” and go on to the next
word [13].
Patients began by reading the first word on “List 1”
and continued on through to the final word on “List
3,” unless they came to a point where no additional
words could be pronounced. If so, they were asked to
look over the remaining words to see if there were any
they recognized. Testing was brought to a halt if the
patient could not pronounce any additional words.
After the test was completed, the administrator
scored the exam by placing a “plus sign” next to each
correct response, a “check” by each incorrect response, and a “minus sign” by each word that was not
attempted. The raw score was determined by counting
up all of the “plus signs” or correctly pronounced
words [13]. Scores may range from 0-66 and are divided into four categories. According to norms in the
chart “Estimated Grade Range and Practical Meaning,” if a patient’s score falls in the range 0-18, his or
her approximate reading level is third grade or below.
This means that the patient would not be able to read
most of the educational guides and brochures or understand prescription labels and appointment slips
provided by the physician. If the patient’s score falls
in the 19-44 range, then he or she is at the level of
fourth to sixth grade and has potential for improvement. People in this range will also better understand
direct instructions by the care provider. Individuals
who score in the 45-60 range (seventh-eighth grade
level) will better understand material written below
the seventh or eighth grade level. If a patient’s score is
within the highest range, 61-66, he or she is able to
understand most high school level reading material
and therefore will have a good understanding of medical brochures. Also, “these individuals may be able to
converse with their physicians about matters of lifestyle” [7].
Results
By August 2010, forty-three of the desired 100
participants were assessed: three African American
men, three White men, seventeen African American
women, and twenty Caucasian women. The participants ranged between the ages of fifty and eighty-one.
African American women were most prevalent in the
61-70 age bracket while most Caucasian women were
in the 56-60 age range. Of the educational levels represented (less than high school, high school, some
college, college), high school was the most common
and was completed by more Caucasian women than
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African American women studied. All twenty of the
White women surveyed scored in the 61-66 literacy
range, which represents high school and above. The
African American women scored mostly in the 45-60
range, which represents the 7th-8th grade reading level.
Cancer screenings for women specifically showed
participation in breast cancer screening; they scored
highly on the portions for “less than 12 months” and
“within 1-2 years.” Few women and men had colorectal cancer screenings; most reported that they had never had a colonoscopy or sigmoidoscopy exam. The six
men who participated mostly reported having had
their prostate checked within the past 2-3 years.
While the males in the survey generally scored similarly throughout the cancer-screening portion, females
did not.
Correlations and t-test
Using SPSS to analyze data, the following correlations between REALM scores and cancer screening
scores were found: r = .057, p>.05 (all participants), r
= -.034, p>.05 (African Americans), r = -.023, p>.05
(Caucasians). Therefore there was no relationship
found between REALM literacy level scores and cancer screening participation. There was, however, a
significant difference (t = 4.18, p<.001) discovered
between the mean REALM scores of African Americans and Caucasians. African Americans obtained a
mean score of 57.7, whereas the Caucasians’ mean
score was 64.9. The literacy levels of African Americans were lower than that of Caucasians, which may
be attributed to more Caucasian females than African
American woman completing high school. The shortage of male participants was a limitation within this
study. Also, since there was such a small number of
participants, limited conclusions could be made by the
investigators. The healthcare setting also served as a
limitation. There could have been more participation
or vastly various survey results had data been collected in a different, non-medical setting. In the future,
the investigators would like to reach the goal of one
hundred participants. Also, future studies of relationship between health literacy and the stage of cancer at
initial diagnosis and the length of time between diagnosis and initial treatment would also be valuable.
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The “Dr. Fox Effect” refers to persuasive behaviors in the absence of real substantive information. The
present study investigated the Dr. Fox Effect on mock-juror decision-making using before or after inoculation against the testimony of the expert. The study placed or left out inoculation in the prosecution’s
opening and closing statements. The Dr. Fox Effect was compellingly affirmed; expert status and expected knowledge predicted high ratings of witness credibility. The implications of these findings are
that the personal manner and role identity of the expert psychologist influenced believability. In the interests of justice, the aspiration is that the content of testimony is most important. In contrast, our results
pointed to the manner of delivery and perceived expertise as most important.
Introduction
While a court trial can be described in many
ways, it is by definition a social invention for deciding
between disputed alternatives under conditions of uncertainty [19]. It is the duty of a jury of twelve peers
to decide if a person is guilty or not. That the jurors
pay attention to and process all the presented arguments and evidence correctly is central to a functional
justice system. One important issue is how jurors process what is being said by expert witnesses. Do they
listen for content or do they simply look for other
cues, such as likeability and charm? Do jurors, in fact,
look at outward cues more than at content?
History of the Dr. Fox Effect
In the original Dr. Fox experiment, an actor
portraying the role of Dr. Myron Fox was stated to be
an expert in mathematical game theory. He was presented to a group of psychiatrists, psychologists, and
educators with whom he discussed the topic of
“Mathematical Game Theory as Applied to Physical
Education” [12]. In reality, the actor knew nothing
about this subject and used prepared lines filled with
double talk and contradictory statements. He relied on
good acting skills, confidence, and charm to persuade
the audience about the information he was giving.
After the lecture “Dr. Fox” answered questions from
the audience. Afterwards, the participants were given
a questionnaire to describe how much they had
learned from him, how much they liked him, and how
they felt about his lecture as a whole. Many of them
said they had learned a lot from “Dr. Fox.” Some still
held that view even after the researchers told them
about the study and informed them he was not an expert but an actor. If this same charm over knowledge
dominance were to occur in the courtroom, it could
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have toxic effects on a jury’s decision-making. This
study tested a hypothesis that the Dr. Fox effect
would, in fact, carry over into the courtroom, such that
jurors would be more persuaded by peripheral cues
(e.g., charm, confidence) rather than central cues (e.g.,
factual content of testimony). The current study also
examined whether acceptance of “Dr. Fox’s” testimony can be mitigated by a forewarning not to be persuaded by anything but the facts as presented.
Elaboration Likelihood Model
At the heart of the Dr. Fox effect is the method by which individuals process persuasive information. The Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM)
holds that people are often motivated to develop correct attitudes, but do not have the resources to process
vigilantly every persuasive argument [6]. Cacioppo
and Petty conducted studies examining how people
perceive and process information in a variety of situations. According to the ELM there are two routes to
persuasion and information processing -central and
peripheral processing. Using a Need for Cognition
questionnaire [6], a study was conducted to determine
whether jurors tend to use peripheral or central processing while listening to testimony.
Methods
Peripheral processing.
In peripheral processing, persons focus on
the attractiveness, confidence, expertise, or even likability of a communicator. Simply put, any cues that
make the communicator seem more credible are
viewed as important. Furthermore, people pay less
attention to the actual details of the message and more
to the peripheral cues as they agree or disagree with
the speaker. This mental shortcut is taken either when
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people do not have the motivation to think about the
details (e.g., they are bored with the subject being
discussed), or do not have the ability to process the
details (e.g., they are distracted). This heuristic makes
it easier for them to make decisions because they do
not have to pay close attention to details or arguments.
Many people use this type of processing when the
argument or information presented is of low personal
relevance. However, within the context of a jury, it is
assumed that jurors are motivated to think about the
details of the case because the jury is responsible for
the verdict.
Central processing.
In central processing, persons focus on the
details of a message, and attractiveness and likeability
of the communicator have little persuasive effect.
Central processing entails paying attention to substantive information, rather than outward cues. It is more
mentally straining; therefore, in many situations, people will switch to peripheral processing after paying
close attention for a period of time. People who pay
attention to and analyze the actual message the speaker is conveying and who pay little attention to peripheral cues are considered to have a high need for cognition (NFC). A juror using central processing should
have a high need for cognition and will not be easily
swayed by how the witness provides testimony, but
what he or she actually says.
People often use both kinds of processing at
different times and situations, including within a
courtroom setting. Jurors will usually process evidence and information using both central and peripheral routes [7]. Often, some of the information given is
too hard for the juror to understand or uninteresting to
listen to for a long period of time, and inattention becomes a coping strategy. Therefore, even though it is
best for jurors to use central processing, attorneys
often keep them interested by catering to the peripheral processing that will also influence the juror’s judgment. Lawyers are mindful of this strategy, because if
a trial gets boring, the jurors may revert back to peripheral processing. Attorneys who have a weak case
will have a motivation to promote peripheral processing.
To have the fate of someone’s future in the
hands of persons who did not listen intently for content would be an injustice. It harms the interests of
justice if expert witnesses were to give useless testimony, but were believed purely because of their confidence or likeability. Therefore, in addition to examining the Dr. Fox effect within a courtroom setting, the
present study investigated whether or not increasing
jurors’ motivation to use central processing could less-
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en the influence of a “Dr. Fox” witness. Inoculation
and forewarning techniques were introduced to examine whether such techniques would keep jurors focused on the substantive information of the testimony
and not on peripheral cues from the expert witness.
Inoculation
Inoculation within a psychological context is
similar to the concept of vaccination within the medical field. Inoculation involves exposing participants to
small doses of the opposing point of view, so they
may strengthen their own arguments against it later
and be prepared for the arguments that will be presented. Inoculation accomplishes resistance through the
process of overt counter arguing [17]. For example,
warning jurors about an upcoming event (e.g., introduction of evidence, witness testimony) may help
them prepare, be on guard, and they may be more
likely to focus on the topic. In the current study, inoculation attempted to reverse the effects of the “Dr.
Fox” witness’ testimony so that it would be evaluated
critically and skeptically. The inoculation informed
jurors that the witness was trying to win them over
with style and not content.
Design
A 2X2 ANOVA was used for this study. The
independent variable was the use of inoculation, the
manipulation check was how knowledgeable and
charming the participants found the expert witness,
and the dependent variable was rated credibility of the
expert. We presented a mock trial video in which the
prosecutor gave a forewarning in his opening and or
closing statements (or no forewarning in one condition), stating that the jury should be critical and look
for substance in what the expert witness for the defense is saying. The prosecutor warned the jurors that
they should not let the manner of the witness influence
their decisions at all; that is, they should not let themselves be persuaded by charm or confidence.
Participants
Students in introductory psychology classes
from a large Southeastern university participated in
this experiment in exchange for class credit. There
were 108 participants with an average of 27 participants in each of the four test groups. This sample provided adequate power (.80) to observe a medium effect size.
Measures
Witness Credibility Scale.
Source credibility impacts the persuasiveness
of a message on a receiver. This fact is especially salient in the courtroom [2]; therefore, the Witness Credi-
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bility Scale [2] was used. It is comprised of 20 opposite-adjective items, each of which requires the participant to rate on a scale of 1 to 10 the adjective that
describes the witness. Sample items include 1- Unfriendly to 10- Friendly and 1 – Disrespectful to 10Respectful. The 20 items are divided evenly into four
subscales (knowledge, trustworthiness, confidence,
and likability), and a total score is the sum of the 20
items. The internal consistency for the four factors is
stable across studies, and the ranges of Cronbach alpha values are as follows: confidence (.89 to .96),
likeability (.51 to .94), trustworthiness (.92 to .98),
and knowledge (.86 to .96) [2]. The Witness Credibility Scale has been utilized to [2].
Need for Cognition Scale.
Individuals high in need for cognition tend to
seek, acquire, and think about information to make
sense of events in their world. Individuals low in need
for cognition are more likely to rely on others (e.g.
experts), cognitive heuristics, or social comparison
processes to provide this structure [4]. The 18-item
Revised Need for Cognition Scale asks participants to
respond on a nine-point scale to various items, for
example: “I would prefer complex to simple problems” [5]. This scale has been demonstrated to have
acceptable reliability and validity [5].
Stimuli
A mock trial video consisting of a prosecutor’s inoculations and expert witness testimony was
filmed in the Witness Research Lab at The University
of Alabama. The case involved a man who killed three
police officers and stole a car; the defense claimed it
was due to his PTSD and he could not be held responsible. The defense used the expert witness to prove
that the patient was not accountable. This Dr. Fox
expert testified that the defendant “tends to operate in
an instinctive mode, and he responds on instinct rather
than thinking things through … (and) he has a very
hard time separating reality from fantasy. And that
problem can lead him to have poor judgment and to
fail to anticipate the consequences of his own acations.”
A mature age student with an acting background played the role of the expert witness while an
experienced psychologist played the role of inoculating attorney. The script was based on a transcript,
from a trial; however, all names, dates, and locations
were changed. All videos had an opening and closing
statement made by the prosecuting attorney. The
opening and closing statements were each five
minutes in length and were constructed to be parallel
in content between the experimental conditions. For
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group one, the opening and closing statements were
very general and used no inoculation or forewarning
about the witness. In group two, forewarning was used
in the opening statement only. In group three, forewarning was used in the closing statement only. Finally, in group 4, forewarning about the defense witness
was used in both the opening and closing statements.
The inoculation/forewarning was presented by the
prosecuting attorney to make it clear to the jury that
the defense’s expert witness was charming and confident, but did not have substantive knowledge pertinent
to the case. The decision to use the prosecutor as the
person who gives the inoculation was based on studies
that show a good, strong opening statement by the
prosecutor has more effect on the jury than an opening
statement from the defense attorney. The opening
statements of prosecuting attorneys have been judged
by observers to be better organized and more factually
and legally informative than were those of defense
attorneys [10]. On the other hand, defense attorneys
are more successful when they keep their opening
statements short and as non-argumentative as possible
[10]. The reasoning is that the primary task of the defense is to challenge the prosecution’s claims and not
necessarily to make claims of their own.
The script for the Dr. Fox expert witness testimony stayed constant in all four conditions.
Procedures
Participants were randomly assigned to one
of four test groups. After providing informed consent,
participants were given an explanation of instructions
for the study. Each group watched the assigned film
clip of the simulated trial. After the video was completed, each participant completed the Witness Credibility Scale (WCS), the Need for Cognition Scale
(NFC), and a demographics sheet.
Results

Table 1. Witness Credibility Scores means and standard
deviation for all conditions

Table 1 shows the means and SDs for each
group. The overall model was not significant; inoculation as measured by the IVs did not predict credibility
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scores (F [3,104] =.114, p=.952). There were no significant main effects for the IVs on witness credibility.
Indeed, there was a remarkable consistency of WCS
scores in all conditions (F[1,16] =.60, ns).
A simple linear regression was run with NFC
total score as the IV and WCS total score as the DV.
Results indicated that the NFC total score did not predict the WCS total score (F[1,106])=.597, p=.44).
Discussion
We hypothesized that in the absence of forewarning the participants would be persuaded by the
witness. There was a single cogent and compelling
finding of the study. The Dr. Fox effect was so strong
that no inoculation was found to make a difference.
The expert witness was believed, no matter what. Inoculation before testimony, after testimony, or both,
all failed to alter the believability of the expert witness.
Note that we did not manipulate the Dr. Fox
testimony, to provide levels of emptiness of testimony. That is, a single script was used with an a priori
judgment made that the testimony had relatively little
substance. As a result, it is hard to conclude with certainty that it was exclusively the Dr. Fox effect that
led to the persuasion. It could have simply been the
Dr. Fox-related fact that the witness was introduced as
an “expert” and was expected to be an authority in her
field.
Although the witness did not provide substantive testimony, she was rated as knowledgeable,
confident, and likeable by the participants in all
groups. We had hypothesized that participants would
look at the witness more skeptically when forewarning
was used. This hypothesis was not supported; the participants still found the witness knowledgeable even
when forewarning was used in either the opening or
closing statement during the trial. We also had predicted that using inoculation before and after the witness testimony would have the most influence over
participants; however, in all four conditions most participants found the Dr. Fox knowledgeable and charming. Perhaps some aspects of the content of the witness’ testimony remained too substantive for psychology students to achieve the Dr. Fox effect. Consider,
for instance, the following excerpt from the script:
Defense: And of course, you interviewed Charlie?
Expert Witness: Several times.
Defense: You also administered
some tests to him, can you describe
those?
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Expert Witness: Sure. Ok, one test
I gave him is what we call the Rorschach Inkblot Test. It is a series of
ten inkblots. We show the person
each inkblot and ask them simply,
“What might this be?” And we
write down, verbatim, what they
say about it. Now, this test is a personality assessment test. And this
test, unlike many others, is capable
of getting inside of somebody’s
head. This is because the inkblots
are meaningless, but it’s how they
perceive it is the key. There is a
normal way to perceive things and
an irregular way to. There really
isn’t that much variation between
what people see actually. The test
is standardized to be interpreted the
same no matter what with a computer program.
The participants may not have realized that this is an
incorrect, popularized way to understand inkblot tests
and that the Rorschach is not computer standardized.
In the original Dr. Fox study there was more double
talk and contradictory statements used in the present
actor’s script, not just statements that were incorrect
and that may or may not be seen as empty.
We also predicted that participants with a
higher need for cognition would evaluate the Dr. Fox
witness more skeptically regardless of what condition
they were assigned. The results did not support this
hypothesis. No matter how high or low their need for
cognition, most participants still found the witness to
be credible and knowledge.
Limitations
One limitation that may explain the results is
that the inoculation was not strong enough. Another
possible explanation is that participants reacted
against the prosecutor’s firm statements urging the
jurors to look critically at what the expert was saying
and not to be swayed by anything else. Also, jurors
may have thought the inoculation was a common reference made in all opening statements and paid little
attention to what instructions were being given.
Future researchers should make the Dr. Fox
witness more obviously unknowledgeable. In addition,
inoculation could be stronger to make clear to the participants that they must try to evaluate critically the
testimony of the witness. One problem with the inoculation was that credibility warnings seemed to make
the prosecutor unlikeable; this problem would need to
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be addressed as well. Another future research path
would be to put the witness under direct and cross
examination so that the expert witness has a more
difficult time providing substantive answers to the
opposing attorney’s questions.
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Terahertz (THz) radiation, whose frequency lies between 0.1THz and 10THz, has recently attracted tremendous attention because of its potential broad applications in remote sensing, medical imaging, and
high frequency broadband communications, with unique applications in screening for weapons, explosives and biohazards for national security, and in vivo medical imaging such as tumors and tissues. This
study represents the first Terahertz imaging and sensing research published from the University of Alabama. The research was conducted using a Time Domain Spectroscopy system. THz radiation was generated using a photoconductive antenna based on LT-GaAs, resulting in broadband THz pulses in the
range from 0.3THz to 4THz, with a peak intensity occurring at 1THz. Full transmission spectra and
images were measured for different materials and the dependence of the imaging on the frequency analyzed. In addition, THz radiation was used to image hidden objects, demonstrating the capability of this
type of radiation.
Introduction
Exploration and utilization of the Terahertz
region of the electromagnetic spectrum is a recently
developing and rapidly growing field of research.
Although the Terahertz region (wavelengths between
3000µm and 30µm corresponding to frequencies of
0.1 to 10THz) was first investigated over a century
ago, the technology of the time was inadequate for
accurate and efficient generation and detection. However, recent advancements in the fields of electronics,
optics, and optoelectronic devices have allowed researchers to begin exploration into a wide variety of
applications.
Terahertz waves are capable of harmlessly
penetrating many non-conductive materials such as
clothing, paper, ceramics and plastics while allowing
spectroscopic identification of the materials contained
within. The vibrational modes of numerous molecules
fall within the Terahertz region, thus making Terahertz spectroscopy a unique characterization technique for sensing organic compounds such as tumors,
narcotics, and explosives [1,4,7,10,13].
For these reasons, the use of Terahertz waves
offers many interesting opportunities for researchers
in biology, medicine, chemistry, and physics. In particular, imaging in this portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum is being actively explored for use in com-
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mercial, medical, and defense applications
[2,3,8,11,12,15,16]. Furthermore, Terahertz Time Domain Spectroscopy (TDS), the most well-established
method of Terahertz use, has the advantages of being
able to operate at room temperature and yield both the
amplitude and phase information of the Terahertz radiation as it is carried through materials.
Experimental Methods and Materials
A mode-locked Ti:Sapphire ultrafast laser, at
a wavelength of 790nm, was used to pump a Terahertz
Time Domain Spectrometer in our lab. The laser supplied 120mW average power in 120fs pulses with a
repetition rate of 76MHz. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the THz TDS system and the actual
photograph of the system in our lab.
A photoconductive antenna is used for the
generation of Terahertz radiation, consisting of parallel electrodes fabricated on a low-temperature grown
GaAs substrate between which the pump beam is focused. A high voltage is applied across the antenna
electrodes at a various frequencies. The incident photons have an energy (hν) equal to or greater than the
bandgap energy of GaAs (1.42eV) and excite electrons from the valence band into the conduction band.
The photogenerated electron-hole pairs are then separated and accelerated by the static electric field gener-
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ated by the DC bias between the antenna electrodes.
The accelerated charge carriers create transient current
elements on the surface of the semiconductor. These
moving currents generate a transient electric field that
screens the static electric field resulting in a radiated
pulse front from the air-semiconductor interface of the
antenna. For longer timescales (much larger than the
average carrier recombination lifetime), the transient
electric field magnitude diminishes due to carrier recombination in the semiconductor and at the contacts.
The static electric field eventually overcomes the decaying transient as the material relaxes to a steadystate (non-excited) [5,6].
The probe beam that is split from the incident
790nm beam travels through a variable position delay
stage prior to reaching the Terahertz detector. As the
delay stage is moved in space, the distance that the
probe beam travels is changed on the order of a few
millimeters. This additional distance translates into a
time delay on the order of picoseconds between the
pump and probe beams.
Detection of the Terahertz pulse is performed
by electro-optic sampling, which utilizes the change in
birefringence, or double refraction, of a ZnTe crystal
in the presence an external electric field, known as
Pockel’s effect [3]. To realize the small electro-optic
effect it is essential that the probe beam from the delay stage and the Terahertz pulse arrive collinearly on
the ZnTe crystal. As both beams co-propagate through
the birefringent crystal, a phase modulation is induced
on the probe beam that causes it to become elliptically
polarized in a manner directly proportional to the
magnitude of the Terahertz pulse [5,6,9,14]. A typical
Terahertz pulse obtained from a TDS system is shown
in Figure 2.
Imaging and Spectroscopy Results
White Powders
Figure 3 shows a selection of commercial
antacid (primarily consisting of CaCO3), flour, table
salt (primarily NaCl), and zinc oxide was rendered
into visually indistinguishable white powders. A sample of each powder was individually sealed between
two layers of clear packing tape. The samples were
then placed independently in the focal plane of the
incident Terahertz beam using a three-axis precision
motion-controlled holder that provides accurate posi-
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tioning. The resulting transmitted Terahertz amplitude
in the time domain was subsequently collected. Prior
to each measurement, three reference scans were performed: one in open air, one through two layers of
tape in place of the sample, and a third one performed
by blocking the Terahertz beam so that only background radiation is detected by the photodiodes
(“noise scan”). Each sample measurement was run up
to 7 times in order to verify data consistency. The
reference scans were repeated after the sample measurements were run in order to verify that the conditions of the system did not change during the course
of operation. All spectroscopic samples and reference
scans used an identical window of 16ps.
Figure 4 shows the amplitude of the Terahertz signal after passing through the various powdered materials in the time domain. The reference
scan in this figure represents the Terahertz scan propagated through two layers of packing tape without any
material inside. The propagation through different
materials yields three primarily observable effects on
the time domain pulse when compared to the reference scan: a decrease in signal peak magnitude, a delay of the peak position in time, and a distortion of
waveform. These effects are primarily a result of the
conductivity and lattice vibrational modes of the material probed. These characteristics can be used to identify an unknown homogenous material.
Among the materials chosen, table salt led to
the largest drop in intensity and the longest delay,
while ZnO affected the Terahertz signal the least.
Chemical bonds in NaCl have a much more ionic nature than the other materials probed, which is an indication of a weaker bonding and easier charge carrier
movement. Both of these are likely to enhance the
absorption of Terahertz waves and lead to the observed decrease in Terahertz signal transmission in the
case of salt.
The power spectrum of the transmitted Terahertz signal obtained after Fast Fourier Transform of
the time domain data between 0.1 and 3.5THz for the
same samples is shown in Figure 5. In addition, the
spectrum of the background noise was added. After
passing through different materials, an overall decrease in power, more pronounced at higher Terahertz
frequencies, was observed. Beyond 1.3~2.5THz, the
noise level is reached. Interestingly, the antacid
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(CaCO3) sample exhibited characteristic absorption
peaks at approximately 1.15 and 1.5THz. These peaks
are not typical of pure CaCO3 [9], which means that
the absorption lines observed in these commercial
antacid compound must be due to other constituents,
such as potentially sugars and oils.
Figure 6 shows the reconstructed Terahertz
image for the sample consisting of strips of salt, flour,
and antacid compound powder. These materials visually appear the same to the naked eye. A schematic of
the sample is also shown in the figure. The image is
composed of 900 pixels, with a total data acquisition
time of approximately nine hours. Midway through
the image, there are twelve black pixels that correspond to when the Terahertz beam was momentarily
lost during the course of the imaging process.
In this image, a clear contrast is achieved by
considering the peak magnitude of the Terahertz pulse
in the time domain at each sample pixel position. The
image is consistent with the expected trend shown
from the spectroscopic data of Figure 5, and can be
used to identify these materials. The leftmost area is
the lightest of the three regions, and represents flour,
which exhibited the lowest Terahertz attenuation. A
dark line can be seen in the center, which corresponds
to salt (with the highest signal attenuation). On the
right side, an intermediate darkness is seen and corresponds to CaCO3.
An image can also be constructed from the
power spectrum at a given frequency. Figure 7 shows
the resulting image at the following frequencies: 0.45,
0.9, 1.5, 2.2, and 3.7THz, respectively. At 0.45THz,
the transmitted power is similar for all materials, and
as such there is no visible contrast. Since, in the spectroscopic data, we saw that flour was the most transmissive of the three materials imaged here in the Terahertz, it is expected to exhibit the highest transmitted power as well.
At 0.9THz, we observe a clear contrast between NaCl is clearly visible at pixel column 15,
along with a small portion of the antacid powder
(column 22) which most likely corresponds to a denser CaCO3 region at the contour and occurred during
sample preparation. At frequencies of 1.5 and 2.2THz,
NaCl and the antacid are opaque in the Terahertz. As a
result, we are able to distinguish them from the flour.
Flour also starts to exhibit some absorption at these
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frequencies, especially at the contour on the left. For
frequencies above 3THz, no image is discernable as
the spectral data for all materials, including the tape
encapsulation, had reached the noise threshold.
“Stuff” in a Box
A collection of plant matter, concealed within a cardboard box, was used to examine the response
of biological materials. Due to the relative transparency of cardboard, the plant matter hidden within the
box is clearly visible due to the increased absorption
of THz radiation that leads to imaging contrast.
Microchip with Hidden Object
A standard 24-pin enclosed integrated circuit
microchip, with a hidden object on it, was mounted
and used for THz imaging. On the chip, silver paint
was used to draw the letter ‘A’ on the back side of the
chip as a hidden object, which cannot be seen from an
observer. Figure 9 shows that the microchip is mostly
transparent in the Terahertz with its inside reasonably
distinguishable (image on the left). The dark spot in
the center is where the integrated circuit is located and
THz radiation is therefore more absorbed than in any
other area. The other two images in Figure 9 show that
the hidden ‘A’, located on a different location of the
chip can also be clearly distinguished. It appears a
dark spot since silver paste (metal) absorbs most of
the Terahertz radiation.
Conclusion
This study has presented Terahertz imaging
and spectroscopy data for a variety of materials, including organic structures, inorganic compounds, and
visually indistinguishable powders. The techniques
developed here to obtain Terahertz images and spectroscopic data have been applied to a stripe pattern
made of these visually indistinguishable powders, and
imaging contrast was achieved both in the time domain and in the frequency domain. Correlating with
the spectroscopic data, the different regions of the
sample were easily associated to the materials even
though they appear the same to the naked eye. In addition, the capability of Terahertz radiation to penetrate through opaque objects was demonstrated.
When the abilities shown in this paper are combining
with the fundamentally non-hazardous nature of the
radiation itself, the benefits to applying Terahertz
technology to biomedical imaging are clear.
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Fig. 3. Photograph of the sample prepared for this imaging
study, consisting of parallel strips of antacid (CaCO3), flour
and NaCl.

Fig. 1. (Top) schematic and (bottom) photograph set-up of
the THz TDS system used.
Fig. 4. Measured time domain amplitudes of the Terahertz
signal after passing through selected materials.

(Figures on following pages.)

Fig. 2. Typical time domain Terahertz pulse observed from
this system.

Fig. 5. Measured THz power spectrum for the various mateReferences:
rials studied.
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cardboard box. (Bottom) Terahertz image of these objects
when concealed in enclosed box.

Fig. 6. Time domain image constructed from spectroscopic
scans of CaCO3, NaCl, and flour. Location of the selected
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Fig. 7. Imaging obtained by using contrast in the frequency
domain different Terahertz frequencies.
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Fig. 9. Terahertz image of the chip (top), the hidden object
‘A’ in grayscale (center), and a false color image (bottom).
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Manipulating the Nervous System: A Review of Deep Brain Stimulation
Alejandro Carrasquilla
Adverse physical and cognitive effects are an outcome of the inadequate neuronal transmission characterizing the most prevalent neurological diseases. A patient experiencing the effects of a movement disorder, neurodegenerative disease, or other neurological condition can testify that almost any treatment
is worth undertaking to relieve the symptoms. Although much is being done to learn how to combat the
underlying causes of these diseases, most therapeutic strategies focus on managing the symptoms. In
the late 1980’s, great strides were made in developing a new technique that uses electrical impulses to
stimulate a targeted region of the brain. This technique has been termed “Deep Brain Stimulation” and
has since helped to control the symptoms of over 20,000 patients with neurological diseases such as essential tremor, Parkinson’s disease, and dystonia. Although the technique has even been used to treat
conditions such as chronic pain, epilepsy, and major depression, the mechanism through which it improves a patient’s symptoms is still uncertain and continues to be a current avenue of research. This
review focuses on the history, current knowledge, and future expectations of Deep Brain Stimulation.
Introduction
Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) is currently
approved by the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) to treat the symptoms of patients affected by
essential tremor, Parkinson’s disease, and dystonia.
Because it is invasive and costly, DBS is generally
used for extreme cases or those not efficiently treated
by other therapeutic options. DBS shows promise for
further therapeutic application and is currently being
explored for its potential in treating obsessive compulsive disorder, epilepsy, chronic pain, major depression, and Tourette syndrome.
DBS is a neurosurgical technique which consists of implanting an electrode inside of a targeted
region of the brain, which depends on the specific
case of the patient. This small electrode is referred to
as the lead, and it emits small, high-frequency electric
pulses (generally 1-5 V amplitude, 120-180 Hz frequency, 60-200 µs pulse duration) [15]. A wire is
attached from the lead to the implanted pulse generator (IPG), which is subcutaneously implanted most
commonly in the chest. The IPG holds the batteries
and generates the electrical signals emitted by the
lead. The wire connecting the IPG and the lead is
placed under the skin running behind the ear and connecting the two.
During the process of electrode implantation,
a stereotactic frame is placed on the patient to hold the
head still during the operation. Holes are then made
in the skull, and the lead is inserted into the brain.
The surgeon normally uses local anesthesia to insert
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the lead, which is strategically placed using either
computed tomographic (CT) scans or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans [10]. Once in place, the
device is turned on for a test. The patient is kept
awake for this part of the procedure, and the optimal
setting of the device is found by evaluating its effects
on the patient’s tremors. General anesthesia is applied
when placing the IPG.

Medtronic’s Deep Brain Stimulation device implanted in a
patient [9].
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Some of the earliest well-documented cases
of DBS treatment come from the clinic of Alim-Louis
Benabid as early as 1987. He compared the efficacy
of electrical stimulation of the thalamus to thalamotomy, an ablation of the thalamus, in suppressing
symptoms of Parkinson’s disease. In his report, both
techniques suppressed symptoms, though thalamotomy more successfully repressed tremors [3].
Since then, great strides have been made in advancing
DBS as a viable treatment option in otherwise untreatable cases of movement disorders.
The Development and Current Uses of DBS
DBS exemplifies the product of a dynamic
and elegant collaboration between basic and clinical
sciences. As outlined below, a series of significant
discoveries have led to the development of DBS in the
treatment of a spectrum of diseases.
Parkinson’s Disease
In 1983, a useful way of generating animal
models for Parkinson’s disease (PD) arose with the
discovery of the neurotoxin1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6
-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) [11]. An impurity commonly present in the synthetic opioid drug 1-methyl-4
-phenyl-4-propionoxypiperidine (MPPP), MPTP was
traced as the cause for the Parkinson’s symptoms of
persons self-injecting MPPP [11]. Injection of MPTP
in monkeys supported this finding and led to the discovery that MPTP specifically targets dopaminergic
neurons in the pars compacta of the substantia nigra
[8], constituting a valuable animal model for PD.
Numerous discoveries like that of MPTP allowed for
an expansion of experimental techniques in animal
models, providing new opportunities for the investigation of many neuronal functional principles important
for DBS.
Alexander et al. (1990) suggested that the
basal ganglia, an area strongly involved in motor function, should not be viewed in isolation. As a system
of interacting units, the basal ganglia, along with thalamic and cortical areas, make up a family of “basal
ganglia-thalamocortical circuits” [1]. This, and additional studies, contributed an important foundation for
understanding interacting circuits in the basal ganglia,
an especially relevant area in the context of movement
disorders.
In Parkinson’s disease, the key pathological
hallmark is widely considered to be degeneration of
dopamine neurons in the pars compacta of the substantia nigra. This neuronal death has implications
beyond the substantia nigra and can carry over to irregularities in other neuronal networks [21]. Alexander et al. (1990) demonstrated that the death of neu-
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rons in the substantia nigra translates into reduced
inhibition of the subthalamic nucleus (STN), an area
in the basal ganglia of the brain with primarily glutamatergic neurons. This led to downstream excitation of the globus pallidus and substantia nigra pars
reticula [1 ]. In the same year, lesions of the STN
proved effective in eliminating parkinsonism induced
by exposure to MPTP in monkeys [4]. The major
motor symptoms of this exposure, including akinesia,
rigidity, and tremor were reduced by killing cells in
the STN [4]. This procedure involves ablation of a
portion of the brain, which is irreversible and therefore not always favorable.
In 1993, a report was published from the
clinic of Alim-Louis Benabid that described the use of
specific stimulation of the STN on a human patient to
reduce parkinsonian symptoms [18]. Today, the STN
is the most common site of stimulation for the treatment of Parkinson’s disease because of its efficacy in
mitigating the symptoms of bradykinesia and tremor.
The FDA has approved the use of DBS for Parkinson’s disease since 2002. Currently, Parkinson’s disease is among the most common uses for DBS.
Essential Tremor, Dystonia, and Obsessive Compulsive Disorder
The FDA approved DBS for the treatment of
essential tremor in 1997 and for the treatment of dystonia in 2003.
Essential tremor (ET) is the most
common movement disorder, followed by Parkinson’s
disease and dystonia. ET involves tremors triggered
by voluntary movements. Schuurman et al. (2000)
have reported that stimulation of the ventralis intermedius (Vim) thalamus was more effective in reducing
tremors than thalamotomy in ET patients [19]. For
upper limb tremors, DBS remained effective after a
six year follow up [20].
Dystonia, while not as common as PD, has
the ability to affect a wider age group, including children. The term “dystonia” encompasses a set of different implications. Dystonia can be focal or generalized to several parts of the body, causing spastic muscle contractions in affected regions. Primary dystonia
has a genetic basis: The most common primary dystonia is Dyt1 dystonia, known as early-onset torsion
dystonia. Secondary dystonias can be brought on by
brain injury, drug consumption, or other indirect causes. DBS techniques aimed at treating dystonia most
commonly target the globus pallidus interna (GPi).
This has shown to be most effective when treating
primary dystonias [20].
On February 19, 2009, the FDA approved a
humanitarian device exemption for the use of DBS in
severe obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), which
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grants approval for a product meant to treat patients of
a rare disorder to be marketed without substantial evidence of effectiveness. A study conducted in patients
with refractory OCD showed that DBS of the nucleus
accumbens (NAcc) provided almost complete recovery in 3 of 4 treated patients. STN DBS for OCD has
also been used and has been reported to have unforeseen psychiatric benefits. This finding was supported
by Mallet et al. (2008) but resulted in severe complications in some patients [13].
DBS in Other Diseases
DBS is routinely used to treat chronic pain,
epilepsy, and major depression. However, a lack of
conclusive data from clinical trials has kept the FDA
from granting approval for the use of DBS in the treatment of these diseases. In the past, DBS has been
effective in treating cases of these diseases and is typically carried out in patients who are unresponsive to
other therapeutic alternatives [20].
One of the oldest uses of DBS was in treating
cases of chronic pain. Bittar et al. (2005) found that
DBS was more effective in treating a group afflicted
with failed back surgery syndrome (FBSS) than those
afflicted with post-stroke pain, neuropathic pain, and
phantom limb pain [6]. In this study, nociceptive
pain, or pain resulting from injury, responded better to
DBS than neuropathic pain, or pain caused by damage
to the nervous system. A group from Oxford, UK
found that DBS yielded significant patient improvement when used to treat neuropathic pain, phantom
limb pain, and central pain [7, 17].
Epilepsy patients who have a focal abnormality serving as the cause for epileptic seizures can undergo resective surgery. Resective surgery is meant to
deal with a sole identified part of the brain involved in
generating epileptic seizures. Those who are affected
by generalized or multifocal epileptic seizures are not
candidates for resective surgery and may benefit from
DBS. In these cases, DBS procedures normally focus
on targeting subcortical systems including the cerebellum, several thalamic nuclei, and structures of the
basal ganglia [20].
Depression can be fairly common, affecting
as many as almost 1 in 5 people [20]. In depression,
the subgenual cingulate (Cg25), an area in the cerebral
cortex, often proves to have altered metabolism, as
shown by Positron Emission Tomography (PET)
scans measuring cerebral blood flow (CBL), which
indicated increased Cg25 CBL [14, 20]. This increase
was successfully reversed with stimulation. Areas
which send or receive their projections directly to the
Cg25 are other potential targets for stimulation [20].
As DBS continues to be used and explored,
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its potential and its advantages are evident. Current
medical trials provide emerging insight into the underlying mechanisms governing the effects of DBS and
its future possibilities.
Mechanistic Analysis
Due to the breadth of applications that DBS
harnesses, understanding the mechanism behind its
effects would be of great value in understanding not
only DBS but also the nervous system and the diseases that DBS can treat. DBS in Parkinson’s disease,
for example, is effective when all other forms of medications fail [16]. Therefore, a deeper understanding
of the effect of DBS on PD patients may shed light on
the pathophysiology of movement and psychological
disorders and the normal physiology of the brain.
The similar efficacy of DBS and ablative
surgery suggests that the two might work synonymously. Since ablative surgeries like thalamotomy
involve lesions of an overactive brain portion, it was
hypothesized that DBS might also suppress hyperactivity [20]. On the other hand, separate studies suggest that there is an increased output in the STN during DBS at the site of the electrode [20]. Findings
have demonstrated that lesions of the globus pallidus
externus (GPe) produce parkinsonism while DBS in
the GPe reverses parkinsonism [22]. This suggests
that DBS is not synonymous to lesioning. A dominating hypothesis of axonal activation that has been supported by mathematical modeling proposes that DBS
stimulates axonal activity while also causing soma
inhibition [15]. PET and functional MRI (fMRI) studies have supported the axonal activation hypothesis
and have shown an increase in basal ganglia activity
while under STN stimulation [20], but have not
demonstrated which neurotransmitter systems in the
basal ganglia are responsible for the effects of DBS.
Since Parkinson’s disease is characterized by
the loss of dopamine neurons, and is often treated with
L-DOPA, a precursor to dopamine, it is thought that
DBS could be acting to stimulate nigrostriatal neurons, resulting in dopamine release. This constitutes
the dopamine hypothesis and is highly controversial
[20]. Whether dopamine release is being triggered
does not address the question of whether this dopamine is the cause of symptom reversal. It is also reasonable to propose that effects downstream of this
potential dopamine release are providing the therapeutic result.
Another possible action of DBS deals with
the effect of DBS on glial cells. It is possible that the
effect of DBS on glial cells may in turn affect synaptic
activity. Because glial cells outnumber neurons and
release “gliotransmitters” which can excite or inhibit
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neurons and alter synaptic activity, they are of growing interest in the investigation of neuronal communication [5]. High frequency stimulation can produce a
Ca2+ wave in glial cells [20]. This increased calcium
signaling can trigger the release of gliotransmitters
such as ATP/adenosine, glutamate, D-serine, and
PGE2 [20]. DBS has shown to produce an increase in
glutamate and adenosine release, supporting possible
implications of these products in the action of DBS
[20]. These findings show that glial cells could provide a better understanding of the mechanism behind
DBS. Taken together, these results have led to the
generation of a tripartite hypothesis of synaptic communication involving the pre-synaptic, post-synaptic,
and glial cells.
Future Expectations
DBS is being investigated for further applications in diseases such as Tourette syndrome and psychiatric disorders. Clinical trials will continue to provide insight into the emerging technology that DBS
represents. Additionally, DBS has been suggested as
a possible treatment option for hypertension, aggressiveness, obesity, drug addiction, and minimally conscious state [2].
Rechargeable battery packs are now available
for DBS. Further technological advances in possibly
miniaturizing the IPG might bring up the possibility of
placing the IPG directly in the skull, eliminating the
need of implanting the IPG in the chest [2]. Also,
improving our basic understanding of the central nervous system, disease pathophysiology, and underlying
mechanism of DBS can allow us to improve the procedure.
Long-term goals for DBS include radical
changes in technology, some suggest. Work has been
initiated toward a “closed-loop smart DBS” that will
monitor neurochemical levels during the procedure for
optimum placement and use of the device for management of stimulation [12]. As our understanding of
DBS technology advances, the procedure will likely
represent an invaluable medical tool, not only for the
treatment of movement disorders, but also for further
investigation and manipulation of the nervous system.
Future advances in DBS will entail close collaboration
between clinicians, scientists, and engineers.
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Quantum Dot Solar Cells
Joseph Lukens, Daniel Dykes, Nick Harris
Quantum dot solar cells are an emerging technology for the next generation of photovoltaics that take
advantage of the quantum characteristics of semiconductor nanocrystals to reach higher conversion
efficiency. Quantum dot solar cells offer a potential avenue to efficiencies that are comparable and potentially superior to current state-of-the-art solar cell technologies at a greatly reduced fabrication cost.
The aim of this paper is to introduce general concepts of quantum dot solar cells about their operation
and design, as well as their history and current trends. This paper focuses on the recent development of
solar cells based on quantum dots and nanocrystals, their principles of operation, and the future direction of research and development of the technology.
Introduction
The quantum dot solar cell is a construction of
modern technology, only recently conceived and developed in the late 20th and early 21st centuries. The basic
principles of the solar cell, however, have been observed for decades. In essence, all solar cell theory
depends solely on the phenomenon of photovoltaics,
defined as the conversion of light into electricity. Stated simply, a photon, or light particle, enters into a material and is absorbed by an electron. If the electron
exists within the valence band of the material, it can
use the added energy from the photon to rise to an excited state of existence in the material’s conduction
band. From there, the excited electron can be manipulated into doing work. With time, the electron will lose
its excess energy and decline back into the valence
band, pairing with a hole in the process known as recombination. The loss of this excess energy from the
exciton, a name given to the electron-hole pair (EHP)
generated by photon absorption, is the key factor in all
measures of solar cell efficiency, as will be discussed
later.
Merely exciting an electron into action is
hardly enough to produce the components needed for a
solar cell, however. As mentioned, the electron will
recombine with a hole in the valence band after its excitation energy is exhausted. In order to create an effective solar cell, the electron and hole must be separated to produce a current. This is usually achieved
through the use of drift and diffusion processes in a p-n
junction. It is no wonder that the first solar cell with
any appreciable efficiency was created using this format, as it arises naturally from the device’s structure
[4]. When the p-n junction is formed, positively and
negatively charged materials are joined together. From
knowledge of basic physics, the particles within are
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attracted to one another and quickly diffuse out from
where the materials are joined. This diffusion of particles leaves an area known as the depletion region. The
depletion region contains an electric field due to the
forces of particles that previously resided there but
have since vacated. Using this depletion region, the
electrons freed by absorption of photons can be controlled for a number of purposes. Most generally, they
are swept out of the depletion region by the electric
field, creating a current. Additionally, free electrons
created on the edge of the depletion region can also be
drawn in through diffusion forces and swept out the
opposite end by the electric field, adding to the current
produced. The creation of this current from these two
forces is the fundamental basis of all solar cell operation.
However, the general process employed by
solar cells fails to utilize all the energy available from
incident radiation. Photons with energy well above the
bandgap produce excitons high in energy; this excess
energy is usually lost as heat through the creation of
phonons, or vibration particles, as the electron drops to
the edge of the conduction band [22]. In this way the
extra energy available from high-energy photons is
lost. Indeed, the work of Shockley and Queisser
demonstrated that for a single p-n junction, the absolute
limit of solar cell efficiency is only 30% [25]. This
value is not dependent on the current state of technology, capable of increase when losses through a system
are reduced; instead, it is a limitation intrinsic to the
nature of standard p-n junctions themselves. This calculation is analogous to the second law of thermodynamics: no matter how much degrading factors can be
limited, this efficiency cannot be exceeded [24]. Yet in
a world where solar power continues to grow in prominence and use, such an inviolable threshold is extreme-
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ly cost-inhibitive, reducing the feasibility of widespread solar applications. Therefore any design capable of exceeding this limit would revolutionize the
world of solar power, and at the heart of such work is
the quantum dot.
Quantum Dot Solar Cells: History
Quantum dot solar cells represent a young
and vibrant technology. They possess the potential to
revolutionize the solar power industry, producing
monumental increases in efficiency and vastly improving the feasibility of a future dominated by solar
energy. As such, new research is conducted daily,
refining and overturning established practices and the
status quo. But no technology arises from a vacuum,
and despite the youth of quantum dot solar cells, they
stem from a long history of photovoltaics and semiconductor physics. Indeed, throughout the course of
the 20th century, developers of both solar cells and
quantum electronics were also unknowingly sowing
the seeds for their hybrid product, which first appeared in the early 2000s. This review provides a
short summary of past developments leading up to the
modern state of quantum dot solar cells.
The theoretical basis for quantum confinement—that is, the appearance of discrete energy levels
for a point mass confined by a potential—is a straightforward application of quantum theory. Solving the
Schrödinger equation for a “particle in a box” predicts
only distinct energy levels, not a continuum of states,
which easily generalizes to the case of two- and threedimensional potential barriers [8]. Yet for quantum
effects to surface, the well size must be comparable to
the de Broglie wavelength of the particle. So although
the theory behind quantum confinement was established in the first half of the twentieth century, construction and manipulation of such phenomena proved
largely out of reach, owing to the difficulty of fabricating such nano-scale structures. However, the development of new fabrication techniques in the 1960s
made such physical realization possible. Onedimensional quantum confinement structures—in
which bound particles are still free to move in two
independent directions—known as quantum wells,
were constructed first. This development arose out of
work on heterostructure lasers, suggested independently by H. Kroemer of the United States and Zh.
I. Alferov and R. F. Kazarinov of the Soviet Union
[11]. Kroemer and Alferov were subsequently awarded the 2000 Nobel Prize in Physics for their contributions.
In 1981, A. I. Ekimov and A. A. Onushchenko produced the first experimental verification of true
quantum dot behavior—confinement in all three di-
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Figure 1. Quantum dot solar cell configurations. (a) outlines a common p-n junction configuration that utilizes QDs
to create sub-band gap states. (b) shows QDs used as a
substitute for dye in a dye sensitized solar cell. (c) displays
the use of QDs to increase the overall efficiency of an organic solar cell [22].

mensions—with CuCl “dots” within a glass matrix
[6]. Since this time, a plethora of research into quantum dots has been conducted, and countless potential
applications have been explored, including quantum
computing, biological imaging, and light-emitting
diodes (or LEDs) [14].
Quantum dot solar cells were first proposed
by V. Aroutiounian et al in 2000, who emphasized the
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capability of quantum dots to absorb radiation in the
high-wavelength (low energy) portion of the spectrum
[2]. Yet in addition to the advantages afforded
through this intermediate band absorption, researchers
soon also considered the potential for improved efficiencies in solar cells through multiple exciton generation—which could lead to quantum efficiencies exceeding 100%. A. J. Nozik emphasized this aspect of
quantum dot solar cells in 2002, and he proposed several configurations designed to greatly increase efficiency, which are displayed in Figure 1 [22].
Quantum Dot Solar Cells: Principle Theory of Operation
In establishing the famous ShockleyQueisser limit, a fundamental assumption is the generation of exactly one exciton per incident photon. Any
photon of energy in excess of the semiconductor
bandgap is absorbed, yielding one EHP. In theory,
however, a highly energetic photon in excess of two
times the bandgap could impart its energy to two electrons, for example, instead of losing this energy
through phonons. In this case, the internal quantum
efficiency—the ratio of generated EHPs to incident
photons—would exceed unity and thus vastly increase
the effectiveness of the solar cell [24]. This phenomenon is summarized in Figure 1.
Thus, the hopes for improvement rest on
finding physical systems and processes capable of
harnessing this excess energy in incident photons for
multiple exciton creation. Such physical processes
have been observed, including impact ionization,
which occurs when an electron in the conduction band
collides with an electron in the valence band. After
this collision, the first electron loses energy and drops
to a lower state within the conduction band, and the
second electron is excited from the valence band into
the conduction band [18].
From an exciton perspective, this involves
the creation of a second exciton via the excess energy
present in the first, thereby exploiting the surplus of
energy available from an incident photon exceeding
the bandgap energy. Unfortunately, the probability of
such ionization occurring in bulk semiconductors is
extremely low, for it competes against standard relaxation processes whereby electron energy is dissipated
as heat. Therefore, a new structure is required to improve the exciton generation rate: the quantum dot. In
a quantum dot, the electron cooling rate can be greatly
slowed, in turn giving high-energy EHPs a longer
mean time frame during which they can impact ionize
to generate a second exciton. This effect is a consequence of the discrete energy levels in the quantum
dot; if the energy spacings are larger than the energy
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Figure 2. Comparison between traditional exciton generation and carrier multiplication. In (A), every photon above
the bandgap generates a single EHP, giving an internal
quantum efficiency of 100% for all energies above the
bandgap; the associated power-conversion efficiency peaks
at 44% (excluding external losses) at a bandgap of 1.1 eV.
On the other hand, (B) gives the limit enforced solely by
energy conservation. Photonic energies several times larger than the bandgap generate multiple EHPs, producing
quantum efficiencies integer multiples of 100%. In this
case, the power-conversion efficiency nears 100% as the
bandgap approaches zero [24].

of corresponding phonons, electron cooling requires a
multi-phonon process, and the resulting “phonon bottleneck” greatly increases the mean relaxation time
[23]. For a discrete energy spacing , this relaxation
time

where

can be approximated as

is the carrier temperature,

is the Boltz-

mann constant, and
is the phonon frequency [23].
thus mammoth gains in solar cell efficiency.
Although unimaginably small, quantum dots
offer countless possibilities for future developments.
A single quantum dot compared to the size of a bas-
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ketball is roughly the same as that same basketball
when compared to the size of the Earth. However, the
implications of such tiny quantum dots are colossal.
Within the realm of photovoltaics, the benefits and
options they offer are tangible and very exciting. The
value of the quantum dot to solar cell theory can be
seen by the vast number of researchers that are now
focused on their use. Semiconductor nanocrystals are
a direct gateway to the future of solar cell technologies.
Current State of Art Quantum Dot Solar Cells
Research in the past decade has focused on
physically realizing the novel devices discussed
above. The most astounding—and controversial—
results were published in 2006, which claimed internal
quantum efficiencies of 700% for lead-salt quantum
crystals and incident photons of energy 7.8 times the
bandgap [24]. Skeptics such as N. Gupta et al have
questioned the validity of such data, citing a perceived
inability to extract these extra electrons as current and
the difficulties of practical implementation [9]. However, new improvements to alleviate these issues are
being discovered daily. Even though current quantum
dot sensitized solar cells now only offer 6% conversion efficiency [13], as opposed to the 15–20% offered by traditional silicon solar cells, recent developments in the fabrication of high efficiency quantum
dots could further advance the efficiency of using
quantum dots as an absorption medium in solar cells.
Also of great importance, different materials, device
structures, fabrication techniques, and physical properties of semiconductor nanocrystals are being investigated.
In March 2008, researchers from the University of Notre Dame reported detailing the use of quantum dots of varied sizes to efficiently absorb larger
portions of the solar spectrum [28]. In the formation
of these solar cells, two device structures were utilized. The cadmium selenide quantum dots were suspended in particulate titanium dioxide for one device
structure; the dots were suspended on hollow titanium
dioxide nanotubes for the other device structure. In
the latter, the maximum potential photon-to-charge
carrier generation efficiency was found to be 45%, as
compared with 35% found for the dots suspended in
the particulate titanium dioxide [17]. Quantum dots
are also attached to nanowires in some device structures, as was seen in a 2007 paper from a researcher at
the University of Minnesota, where zinc oxide nanowires were photosensitized by cadmium selenide
quantum dots [19].
Different materials for quantum dots are also
under investigation. Researchers at the University of
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Texas at Austin are currently looking into solar cells
photosensitized by lead selenide quantum dots [26].
Researchers at the Rochester Institute of Technology
are currently investigating the use of indium arsenide
quantum dots of varying compositions and shapes
within a particulate gallium arsenide layer in a gallium
arsenide/indium gallium phosphide solar cell [12]. At
the University of New South Wales, researchers are
looking into boron doped silicon quantum dots in silicon dioxide solar cells [10].
Quantum dot solar cells are on the upward
move. With efficiencies as high as 6% already obtained [13], and the potential to reach efficiencies upwards of 65% [15], quantum dots still offer a much
lower cost than most popular multi-junction solar
cells. In fact, the solar energy company Solterra is so
confident in the future of quantum dot solar cells, they
have already put into motion a project for a gigawatt
quantum dot solar cell farm to be located in the Middle East. This project is slated for completion in 2015
and would offer fossil-fuel competitive prices to regions in the Middle East and Europe. It is also estimated that as early as the upcoming decade, quantum
dot solar cells may push solar cell efficiency to the
level that it will dominate traditional fossil fuels for
electricity generation [13].
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Bridging the Gap: The Link Between Diabetes and Parkinson’s Disease
Akeem R. Borom
At first glance, diabetes, a group of metabolic diseases that arise from insulin abnormalities, and Parkinson’s disease, a neurodegenerative disease characterized by the age-dependent loss of dopamine neurons, appear to be completely unrelated. Current medications only provide symptomatic relief and fail
to halt the causes of either one of these diseases. A major hurdle in the development of possibly lifechanging therapies for these devastating diseases is our limited understanding of the dysfunctional cellular processes that lead to the insulin abnormalities and loss of dopamine neurons linked to these diseases. In recent years however, researchers have begun to “bridge the gap” between diabetes and Parkinson’s disease by studying the insulin-like growth factor system [7]. A major component of the insulinlike growth system, insulin-growth factors, have been found to play major roles in both diseases and
have lead to crucial insights into their shared molecular mechanisms. This paper reviews the role of
insulin growth factors in diabetes and Parkinson’s disease and discusses recent discoveries that have
allowed researchers to begin bridge them together.
Disease Overview
Type 2 diabetes is a life-threatening endocrine
disorder that affects as much as 6%–10% of the population of the Western world. The major cause of this disease is a progressive resistance to the actions of insulin
in the peripheral tissues of the body, followed by deterioration in insulin secretion. The first detectable defect
in patients with type 2 diabetes is frequently the inability of muscle to respond to normal levels of circulating
insulin [8]. Insulin resistance in muscle and fat tissue
and the liver aggravates the otherwise normal carbohydrate and lipid metabolism. Under normal conditions,
the β-cells of the pancreas secrete insulin in response to
an elevation in blood glucose levels. Eventually, the
pancreas can no longer compensate and fails to respond
appropriately to the impairment in glucose disposal.
Together, insulin resistance and the loss of pancreatic β
-cell function eventually lead to the deterioration of
glucose homeostasis and to the development of hyperglycemia [6].
Parkinson's disease is a chronic progressive
neurodegenerative movement disorder of largely unknown causes that affects over 1 million people in
North America. Research has shown that age is the
single most consistent risk factor of this disease [10].
Clinical manifestations of this complex disease include
motor impairments involving resting tremors, bradykinesia, postural instability, gait difficulty, and rigidity
[2]. The loss of dopamine is accompanied by the accumulation of the misfolded protein alpha-synuclein. Recent findings have linked the regulation of proper alpha
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-synuclein folding to the insulin-like growth factor system [9].
Finding the Link
In recent years, the insulin/insulin-like signaling (IIS) pathway has been found to be a potent regulator of lifespan and youthfulness in model organisms
such as mice and the nematode roundworm C.elegans
Mice are great model organism as they contain the
same number of genes as humans and mutations that
cause diseases in humans often cause similar diseases
[5]. C. elegans is a microscopic but multicellular and
genetically tractable animal with a well-defined nervous system and short lifespan which and canine longevity [7]. A major component of the IIS pathway are
insulin-like growth factors [4]. Insulin growth factors
(IGF) are major growth factors with many roles, including neurite growth in infants and the regulation of
blood glucose levels [3]. IGF-I and insulin are similar
in both structure and function, and both can stimulate
glucose uptake in muscle [8].
Research indicates that the IIS may be the
bridge that connects PD and diabetes. The IIS pathway
has been linked to Parkinson’s disease as recently as
2002 in Dr. Richard Morito’s Lab at Northwestern University [11]. When the IIS pathway is overactive, an
organism ages faster than expected and the incidence of
protein misfolding raises dramatically. Organisms with
an overactive IIS pathway also reap the benefits of high
levels of insulin that combat any chance of developing
diabetes. When IIS pathway activities are reduced, an
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organism experiences a longer life span and decreased
problems related to aging. Aging is a substantial risk
factor for Parkinson’s disease because as an organism
ages, its cells become increasingly unable to properly
dispose of harmful toxins that cause protein misfolding. However, a problem with reducing IIS pathway
activity is that insulin signaling is also reduced, leading to type 2 diabetes. If there is bridge connecting
these two diseases, why does there seem to be a road
block in the middle? If the IIS pathway regulates both
diseases, is it increased or decreased IIS that protects
from protein misfolding and insulin malfunction? Researchers have been working for the past 20 years to
answer these pressing questions [7].”
It has been proposed that insulin signaling
has different metabolic effects in different tissues. For
instance, loss of the insulin receptor in adipose tissues
promotes longevity, but its loss in liver tissue causes
diabetes. The observation that patients with neurodegenerative diseases exhibit abnormally low insulin
levels in their cerebrospinal fluid but high insulin levels in their blood supports this tissue-specificity model
and suggests a possible connection between insulin
levels in different tissues [7]. The loss of tissuespecific regulation of IIS is thought to be linked to
advanced age. The next question researchers have
sought to answer is whether a specific tissue’s IIS can
be controlled in humans to provide therapeutic benefit
without negative side effects; Researchers are now
developing techniques to reduce IIS activity in the
brain, thus enabling cells to properly maintain protein
quality control without interfering with IIS activities
in other tissues or increasing a patient’s risk of developing type 2 diabetes [5].
IGFs also appear to play a major role in regulating diabetes and PD. IGFs are often associated with
insulin due to the fact that IGFs and insulin are remarkably similar in function and structure. IGF-I
plays a key role in the development of the nervous
system, with demonstrated effects on many stages of
brain development including cell proliferation, differentiation, and survival. Studies have shown that areas
that regularly house IGF-I receptor also house insulin
receptors. Alterations in levels of IGF-I have been
reported in the brains of aging mice. Elderly patients
with deteriorated cognitive functions also have low
circulating amounts of IGF-I. Research suggests that
when low levels of IGF are in circulation, important
brain metabolic functions are altered, including a reduction in uptake of glucose, the major source of energy of neurons. IGFs have many important roles and
even the slightest variation outside of the expected
range of activity can cause a host of detrimental effects [12].
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IGF therapies have already been tested on
mammalian models, yielding promising results. IGF-I
administered to aged rats decreases levels of neurotoxicity to levels of younger rats [13]. A driving thought
behind this therapy is that if one could prevent neuron
starvation due to low levels of glucose uptake, specific
neurons such as dopamine neurons could be saved as
well [12]. IGF-I is also a potential therapeutic tool and
has been shown to lower blood glucose levels in patients with insulin resistance, type 2 diabetes, and insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus [8]. These findings
in mice models are very encouraging due to fact that
human and mice have such similar genomes. The therapies in mice can be readily transmitted to patients
with more testing to work out smaller issues like concentration levels of IGF.
Conclusion
Initially diabetes and Parkinson’s diseases
appeared to be completely unrelated, but dedicated
researchers have begun to link the two together in
hopes of a therapy to cure both devastating diseases.
Recent discoveries made in the IIS pathway have provided a point of convergence between the two diseases and enormously improved our understanding of
both of the diseases development. There are currently
new therapies such as injection of IGF-I into neurons
and other body tissues with the hopes of successful
restoring lose of IGF-I. The major challenge in translating successful use of IGF-I in laboratory research
models to growth factor therapy in the clinic is delivery of IGF-I to the brain in sufficient concentrations to
influence neuronal functions [12]. Researchers and
doctors alike hope that these discoveries and others
will lead to a better understanding of diabetes and
Parkinson’s disease pathways and more importantly,
useful therapies to combat these previously untreatable diseases.
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When seeking to influence, communicators often utilize vivid information. The expectation that vivid information will be persuasive seems straightforward. However, understanding the factors affecting vivid
information’s impact on persuasion is important to any communicator seeking to influence others. Recent studies have addressed the inconsistencies in the vividness literature and researchers have offered
explanations for the null results of the vividness effect. It is important to further examine the role that
vividness plays in persuasion and to consider other variables not examined in the prior literature.
Introduction
When seeking to influence, communicators
often utilize vivid information. Advertisers present
concrete images and messages concerning the products they wish to sell. Parents provide personal experiences to convince their children to behave in a particular way. Journalists shape their stories to fit the interests of their audience. Vividness is employed by communicators in various aspects of life in order to enhance the persuasive impact of their message. The
expectation that vivid information will be persuasive
seems straightforward. However, understanding the
best operationalizations or measurable definitions of
vividness and the factors affecting its impact on persuasion is important to any communicator seeking to
influence using this method. This paper reviews the
literature on vividness and persuasion and concludes
with speculation about the role of cognitive load and
communication mode in the relationship between vividness and persuasion.
What is Vividness and When is it Persuasive?
Information is commonly described as vivid
when it is “likely to attract and hold our attention and
excite the imagination to the extent that it is (a) emotionally interesting, (b) concrete and imageryprovoking, and (c) proximate in a sensory, temporal,
or spatial way” [16]. Vividness has often been considered a characteristic of the stimulus [23]. Others have
asserted that the vividness of information is reliant
upon the extent to which it evokes cognitive elaboration on stimulus-relevant information. That is, limiting
an individual's ability to elaborate on relevant information held in memory may decrease the degree of
vividness in the message [13, 15]. One contributing
factor is that vivid information may be easier to recall
than nonvivid information [11, 19, 21]. This claim is
important because information that is more easily re-
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called may be the basis on which individuals, especially those with lower motivation to process, make
judgments [1, 21]. If the individual’s motivation to
process information is low, vividness may be more
likely to enhance persuasion [1, 22]. Moreover, judgments concerning easily recalled information are likely to be congruent with the intentions of the information recalled while judgments concerning information that is difficult to recall are likely to be incongruent with the intentions of the recalled information
[20]. Thus, successful recall of information associated
with a vivid message may lead to increased persuasion
[15]. Therefore, in order to elicit judgments in favor of
the message’s intentions, one would benefit most from
making a message easy to recall (e.g., vividness).
Kisielius and Sternthal [13] suggested that
vividness induces cognitive elaboration, which affects
the accessibility of information [see also 16]. Information that is more accessible should be more influential than information that is less likely to be brought to
mind [21]. Furthermore, vivid wording is expected to
be more effective than pallid wording at generating
visual imagery, positive attitudes, and behavioral intentions [2]. Overall, the predication that vivid messages should be more persuasive than nonvivid messages is intuitive and well reasoned. However, existing empirical research examining the relationship between vividness and persuasion is equivocal. It seems
that communicators who wish to persuade an audience
would benefit most by making their information vivid
rather than pallid. Although, the way in which vivid
communications are crafted affects the successfulness
of the communication.
The Vividness Puzzle
Researchers have found support that vividness does have an effect on persuasion [13]. Vivid
information can enhance consumers’ understanding of
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presented messages [12]. Furthermore, vivid information has been shown to have a significant impact on
individuals’ judgments [19, 21]. Specifically, as vivid
information is likely more accessible, individuals may
disproportionately place more emphasis on it compared to nonvivid information when making judgments [10]. For example, one study revealed that individuals instructed to elaborate on a message allowed a
greater influence to vivid attributes than to nonvivid
attributes when making judgments [15]. Moreover,
vividness has been shown to promote message processing and enhance persuasion when the imagery in a
message is congruent with the conclusion of the message [22]. Despite the ample support of the vividness
effect, many studies have yielded null results.
Some researchers have concluded that the
vividness effect is more illusory than elusive [4, 25].
Others have found that vivid information can reduce
persuasion [17, 19, 22]. Researchers often conclude
that the the vividness effect is weak and the means by
which it is thought to occur are problematic [23].
Those referencing this conclusion often overlook the
speculations of Taylor and Thompson [23] stating that
researchers often fail to find sufficient evidence for
the vividness effect because of poor manipulation
checks and incorrect operationalizations (i.e., transforming the concept into the wrong measurable variable) of vividness.
If the supposition of Taylor and Thompson
[23] is correct, the findings from studies yielding null
results can be used to explain instances when vividness may undermine persuasion rather than discredit-

Fig. 1. Vivid-figure. This is an example of a vivid-figure
advertisement. The intent is to advertise the car. Thus, the
photo of the car is made vivid while the background is
blurred.
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Fig. 2. Vivid-ground. This is an example of a vivid-ground
advertisement. The intent is to advertise a car. However,
irrelevant portions of the image (e.g., the dog) are made
vivid rather than focusing on the car.

ing the vividness effect entirely [17, 22]. For example,
Frey and Eagly [6] found that vivid elements such as
metaphors or colorful language in editorials were distracting to participants. Likewise, the manner in which
vividness was operationalized by Reyes et al. [19]
made irrelevant information vivid (e.g., the flavor of
dip in a bowl). In both examples, the vivid irrelevant
information may have diverted attention away from
the central aspects of the message and served to undermine the messages’ persuasive impact.
A New Piece To The Vividness Puzzle
Recently, Guadagno, Rhoads, and Sagarin
[9] suggested that the vividness effect has been obscured in past research because irrelevant portions of
the message were made vivid, detracting focus from
the central thesis of the message. Thus, Guadagno et
al. [9] differentiated between figural vividness and
ground vividness. A message containing figural vividness is one in which the central thesis is made vivid
(see Fig. 1). In contrast, a message containing ground
vividness is one in which background material is
made vivid (see Fig. 2). One study examining this
premise had participants read messages that contained
only figural vividness, only ground vividness, a combination of figural and ground vividness, or no vividness [9]. Messages containing only figural vividness
were significantly more persuasive than nonvivid
messages. In addition, the persuasive impact of messages containing ground vividness or a combination of
figural and ground vividness was significantly impaired.
According to Guadagno et al. [9], communi-
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cators with strong arguments would benefit most from
the use of figural vividness. Petty and Cacioppo [18]
defined a strong message as “one containing arguments such that when the subjects are instructed to
think about the message, the thoughts that they generate are predominantly favorable.” In contrast, weak
messages elicit predominantly unfavorable thoughts
when the message is elaborated on. Guadagno et al.
[9] conducted a second study in which they manipulated argument quality in addition to vividness. They
found that persuasion was enhanced when only high
quality arguments were made vivid in a message. This
effect was significantly mediated by supportive cognitive responses. This is in contrast to the weakening of
a persuasive impact by making weak or off-thesis arguments vivid in a message [6, 9].
Consider a recent advertisement by a prominent oil company. The advertisement features an animated talking car that is explaining the benefits of
using their oil. The animated car is also explaining the
preferential treatment other items in the home receive
from its owners. In the background, animated dogs are
playing basketball and running in and out of the garage of the car’s owners. Although the animated car
may have been providing high quality arguments concerning the advertised oil, the irrelevant information it
discussed and the animation occurring in the background may have distracted attention away from the
message and reduced the persuasive impact of the
advertisement.
A Meta-Analytic Investigation
A recent meta-analysis addressed the inconsistencies in the literature concerning the relationship
between vividness and persuasion. Following their
review of 30 studies, Guadagno, Okdie, Sagarin, DeCoster, and Rhoads [8] found a small yet significant
overall effect for the impact of vividness on persuasion. Guadagno et al. also considered potential moderator variables that affected the relationship between
vividness and persuasion. In particular, figural vividness as a moderator for the effect size of the relationship of vividness on persuasion was examined. Their
results indicated that when attitudes were the dependent measure, figural vividness was a significant predictor of the relationship between vividness and persuasion [9].

REVIEW
ables frequently conceptualized as moderators of the
attitude change process.
Consider cognitive load. Cognitive load affects individuals’ abilities to process information.
High cognitive load may decrease individuals’ abilities to process arguments and to recall and utilize information [3, 5, 7, 14, 24]. Placing individuals under
conditions of high cognitive load should reduce elaborative processing and oblige individuals to use peripheral processing. According to the Elaboration Likelikhood Model, a model that distinguishes between two
processing routes to persuasion, attitude change resulting from predominately peripheral cues will show less
temporal persistence, less prediction of behavior, and
less resistance to counterpersuasion than will those
resulting from the processing of issue-relevant arguments [18]. Thus, one could infer that an obligation to
use peripheral processing should undermine the persuasive impact of strong arguments.
Additionally, Petty and Cacioppo [18] offered that distraction engages cognitive capacity and
consequently impacts individuals’ abilities to objectively elaborate. The inability to objectively elaborate
may decrease the perceived degree of vividness in a
message [13, 15]. Accordingly, it seems that communicators seeking to influence using vivid messages
would benefit by accounting for cognitive load. Future
research should seek to examine the role that moderators such as cognitive load have in the relationship
between figural vividness and persuasion.
In summary, it is important that communicators seeking to influence through the use of vividness
understand that it can both enhance and undermine
persuasion. By considering the incorrect operationalizations (i.e., incorrect transformations leading to incorrectly specified measurable variables) found in
past, disparate findings, Guadagno et al. [8] concluded
that the placement of the vivid information in persuasive messages is crucial for maximizing persuasive
appeal. One should place emphasis on figural vividness rather than ground vividness. When the audience’s attention is on the central theme of the message, persuasion should be higher than when the audience is focused on irrelevant information. In essence,
the vividness effect depends on what information the
audience’s attention is drawn to.

General Discussion and Concluding Remarks
Overall, the literature reviewed above indicates that the effectiveness of vividness on persuasion
varies both as a function of the type of vividness and
the strength of the persuasive argument. This leads
one to speculate about the relationship with other vari-
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